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Happy faces look on as Minister of State, Fitness and Amateur 
Sport, Iona Campagnolo used to slashing red tape, cuts the ribbon to 
officially open the new fitness and Biathlon trail at Hirsch Creek 
golf and Country club in Kitimat. The new trail which is some five 
Idlometres long including a one kilomelle electrically lighted run 
in gitimat 
also includes a Biathlon area. Among those l®king on are Eric 
Lasanen President of the Cross Country Ski club, and one of the 
main movers of the scheme and Mayor George Them Of KiUmat. 
"Kitimat is quickly becoming known as the fitness capital of B.C." 
Mrs. Campagnolo said during her opening remarks. 
Fitness and Biathlon Trail Opened 
Some f~y person~.iturned without reveuling any out- fitness captial of B.C." the facilities available in from the City of Kitimat for 
out Saturday ~orning ward signs of fatigue. Minister said. Canada. his efforts during 
despite intermittoiR rain to Much of the opening "Kitimat means, 'People 
help celebrate the opening of ceremonies were dedicated of the Snow', and now with 
the new fitness trail and to congratulating Eric the new Biathlon area, 
Btathlon area at Hirseh Lasanen, president of the perhaps Kitimat will be able 
Creek Golf course in Kitimat Cross Country Ski to turn out some Olympic 
Kittmot. club whe has stecrnd the new champions in this event, 
lena Campagnolo, Skeena facility through to corn- which would be only fitting 
M~ end Minister of State, pietion from the original for people of the snows," she 
Fitness and Amateur Sport, concept. . ' added. 
ol/icislly declared the new Mrs. Campagnolo, during Biathlon. is an Olympic 
facility 0pen~ and ~I~n .~ hQro.peningaddreu thanked event during which par- 
,.... ~d-~ ~ ~j~p, !n~.ap,,~ Mr,; ~ :  for his ~e~{oZ~,.tAcipants ~ki cross-country a 
mR. r~' !end U.sofll~'twe~t~; anq-~in '~l  those pi'~ent pt:e-dete~:mined dist~/nce, 
Rye to thirty meu and that much can be ac- fall to the snow and shoot at 
women ran the first compliahed when many . targets. Winners are 
Kilcmetre uround the trail, people are willing to work determined by the time 
M~t settled for the one together toward u common taken to eover tbs course and 
kilometre run, however aim. the accuracy of the shooting, 
many managed to finish the "Kltimat is quickly The Biathlon area in Kitimat 
entire five kilometre course becoming known as the is one of the very few such 
In this case i[ is fairly obvious that hydro pole won the argument. The 1975 Dat- 
sum was in collision with a 1973 GMC pickup truck at the corner of Kalum and 
Lakelse Streets, Friday evening. The Datsun was driven by Magdaline Cebuliak 
of Terrace, the lluck was driven by Gerald Normandeau of Thornhill. Total 
damage was estimated at close to $1,000. No one was injured. The accident is still 
under investigation according to RCMP officials in' Terrace. 
Photo by Dave Hamilton• 
Mrs. Campagnol'o also 
thanked officials of Eureean, 
Alcan, and all the other 
people who worked so hard 
, to, "make this dream come 
true." 
Mrs. Camapgnolo pointed 
con- 
strucUon of the fitness trail. 
In thanking the Mayor Mr. 
Lasanen. said the project 
would not have been possible 
without the help of Mrs. 
Campagnolo and many 
others who had given both 
out that although Canada is financial and moralsupport. 
currently spending 12 billion The facility contain~ a five 
dollars on physical fitness kilometre jogging ~nd-or By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
throughout the nation i t i s , ,  cross-country ski trail as Eleven persons killed 
"peopleworkingwith people wellasthe/r~e.~r~ngefor use'~'~Saturday in the crash of a 
and ~b:opei, ation between ~s'a biathl0/f~raJl. :, twin-engined plane in Coal 
government, corporations High intensity electric Harbor in Vancouver were 
and reaidents of the area that lighting has been installed among at least 71 persons 
make'projects uch as this over the first kilometrc of who died accidentally in 
possible." the trail making it possible Canada during the Labor 
Mayor George Them for residents to use the trail Day weekend. 
presented Mr. Lasanen with during the evening or early A survey by The Canadian 
a plaque of appreciation morning hours. Press from 6 p.m. Friday 
B.O, Labour Board 
To Rule On PMG strike 
Some fears have been 
expressed in Terrace that 
the strike may interfere with 
the opening of the new 
Skeena Mall scheduled early 
in October. However, more 
optimistic merchants feel 
the strike will be settled on 
time to prevent any holdup. 
The union and 
management of Northern 
Pacific are currently 
engaged in talks using the 
services of their third 
mediator. This time Ron 
Bone, vice chairman of the 
B.C. Labour Relations Board 
is acting as mediator. 
I 
Sohool Oalondar 
Happy pwp of Ham.Fosters attending the Nodhern Not moot at 
Smithers over the long weekend. 
Smithers Bamfest 
until late Monday night local Last year, 51. persons were 
tim~ alsq ~hewed 47 traffic killed in traffic acoideflt~. 
d~hS~:'~i~"cl~bwnings, o e' ~ .~Tdoniarip~' 20 '~d lod  ' 
fire death, 'one peteR by '  in'traffic acci~leiits, to(rio 
suffocation and one person persons drowned and one 
by electrocution, person died in a fire. Quebec 
TheCanada Safety Council reported 13 traffic fatallUes. 
predicted that between 49 Besides II persons in the 
and 54 persons would die in plane crash, British 
traffic accidents during the Columbia hod three traffic 
78-hour holiday weekend, deaths and a. drowning. 
It is expected that he B.C. 
Labour Relations Board will 
rule some time today on a 
proposal submitted to it by 
Pacific Northern Gas Co. 
x*~hich asks the Board to 
restrain striking members of
the International Union of 
Electrical Workers from 
interfering with gas in- 
stallations throughout the 
district. 
Richard Green, chief 
negotiator for the union 
reports from Vancouver that 
the union presented the 
company with a new 
proposal on Wednesday. The 
company did not respond, 
• -but instead asked for a ruling 
by the Labour Relations 
Board. 
The union which has been 
attempting to negotiate a
first time contract with the 
company since May 15, 1977 
and has been on strike for 13 
weeks has. threatened to 
picket various sites, par- 
ticularly those operated by 
West Coast Transmission, 
parent company of Pacific. 
Over the Labour Day Weekend, the Smithers Riverside Municipal Park  
was the site of the Pacific Northwest's First Hamfest  in 6 years." The 
event, sponsored by the Smithers Amateur Radio Club, brought 30 
amateurs and their families for the weekend camp out, with the Radio 
Club hosting a pancake breakfast  Sunday and a wiener roast Sunday 
evening. 
Radio amateurs  - or Hams, as they are often called - have initiated 
most of the advances in electronic ommunications. Television'was first 
experimented with by amateurs,  the first radio broadcast  station was an 
amateur  station, and other developments such as FM radio, Single 
Sideband Radio, and computer radio communicat ionswere pioneered by 
amateurs.  Today amateurs  have their own satellites orbiting the earth 
which'are used by amateurs  the world over. 
• For many amateurs,  ham radio means communication rather than  
"exper imentat ion.  Many have been helpful in Civil emergencies,  
establishing communications where commercia l  communications fail. In 
the Alaska earthquake, in the Antarctic expedition, amateurs  provided 
the essential communications links. 
But for most amateurs,  the voices they talk to on the air remain only 
voices. For  many of the Hams at  the Smithers hamfest,  the camp out was 
their f irst opportunity t()meet face-to-face old friends of the airways. 
! 
71 Die Over Labour Day Weekend 
P.M. Meets Pope John Paul 
VA'rlt;AN CITY (AP) -  the prime minister. The and Premiers Raymond 
Pope John Paul expressed exchengeofwordswasnotin Berreof France and Giulio 
his interest in Canada to a private audience, but right Andreotti of Italy. 
Prime Minister Pierre after the Pope's address to Canadian sources aid the 
Trudeau as the two ex- dignitaries, three government leaders, 
changed words after the pen- The pontiff said he has not sitting next to each other 
tiff's audience Monday with had an opportunity to visit during the audience, talked 
statesmen who attended his Canada, but that Canada is about a follow-up to the 
inauguration the day before, dear to him, recent Bonn economic 
Canadian sources aid the Before the papal address, summit meeting while 
Pope, greeting Trudnau, told Trodeau chatted for about 10 waiting for'the Pope. 
him he has beard a lot about minutes with West German Later, Trudeau had lunch 
him and was happy to meet Chancellor Helmut Schmidt 
78.79 
on pg. 13 
ROMP Report 
at the Canadian Embassy to 
• the Holy See and, in u toast, 
reviewed Canada's relations 
with the Vatican since the 
establishment of am- 
bassadoriaHevel ti s in 1969. 
T~udeau said, the 
Canadian sources reported, 
that at the time fears existed 
the formal ties might divide 
Canada, but the-decision 
since has proved to he wise. 
Trudeau said Canada 
began formal ties with the 
Holy See because of the 
Vatican's weight as a moral 
force and its stand on human 
rights, aid to developing 
countries and its search for 
peace. 
The Canadian delegation 
leaves for home tndav. , 
Both Terrace and Kit imat RCMP stations 
reported a relatively quiet long weekend. 
A truck driven by John Elliott of Terrace 
flipped over in Thornhill Saturday evening 
causing considerable damage. The driver was 
charged with impaired driving. 
A 15-year-old Juvenile was charged with 
willful damage as a result of a broken window at 
Trigo's Shoe Repair  in Terrace. 
F ive persons were arrested under section 48 of 
the LCLA act as being drunk Sunday evening. All 
were released Monday morning. 
CNR willing to ptan and fence pedestrian crossing - if City will pay 
expansion• Accordingly, we project that the desired 
structure would hove to have twoclear spons of about 
130 feet eoch. This would place one pier at the south 
side of the right-of-way, an intermediate one Just north 
of the team track, and a third one Just north of our 
most northerly track. We would require o formal 
agreement to cover this crossing and would wish to 
have o commitment to the effect that if future CN 
developments dictated that ,the piers or structure 
could not be planned around and had to be altered or 
moved, then this would be done without cost to the 
railway. 
• .In view of our contribution to the Sonde Street 
structure, i must advise that we would not be 
prepared to portieipote financially in the structure 
Itself. We would, however, consider providing fencing 
in c/tier to encourage people to use it. In doing so, we 
would ask the District o assume the responsibility for 
moJntmnnee and security of the fencing, since, once 
again, our experience is that people repeatedly go to 
great lengths to overcome "obstacles" of thin sort, 
• .! trust this will be of assistance toyou. Incidentsll:l. 
the District has written me on this crossing, and I am 
taking the liberty of forwarding them a copy of thin 
letter. Pleose advise if you require further in- 
formation, if it Is decided to proceed, we will be 
pleased to provide details as to cleorances, possible 
locations of the piers, ramps, stallS, etc. 
.,Commenting on the CN Vice President's letter, 
Acting Mayor David Pease pointed out to the 
HERALD editor, there Is some question concerning 
Armstrong's statement the Sonde Street overpass wan 
specifically built to meet he overall needs - but rather 
as a means of convenience tothe CN, whose trains had 
to be held up to allow street raffic to proceed. 
• .Secondly, Pease noticed, Armstrong has stipulated 
a commitment would be necessary on the part of the 
city that if future expansion or change became 
necessary, the overpass could have to be removed at 
no cost to the CN. in other wards, Pease suggested, it 
would appear the CN might consider allowing the city 
to build the overpass on the condition it would remove 
it, also at city expense, whenever and if the CN 
requested it to do no. 
• .Fallowing o discussion with Skeena MP lena fortunate that the needs hove not been met with thot 
Campagnolo, the possibility of obtaining a pedestrian new bridge. 
overpass at Kalum Street across CNR tracks now has .,"There is no doubt that the trespassing now oc- 
been revived, ondtheCNRisogreeableifalettor curring at the former Kalum Street crossing is 
from its Vice President, C,F. Armstrong is any in. hazardous, and it certainly should be stopped. 
dicutiou. 
• .In a letter to Mrs. Compagnolo, received recently, 
Armstrong wrote: 
.."...further to my letter...and our recent discussion 
concerning...construcflon of a L)edestrtan overpass at 
Kalum St., in Terraee,,.Our Operating people have 
made o further review of this situation. 
• ."As you &now, the Sonde St. overpass in • .Terrace 
was constructed after much planning. It was con. 
nidered the best solution to traffic congestion and the 
most feasible meona of meeting the overall needs of 
the Municipality at that time• The new bridge was 
constructed under the Grade Crossing Fund and, to 
qualify for assistance under this Fund, the District 
authorities agreed to the closing of Kalum Street 
crousing. ! might odd that CN made o substantial 
contribution to the Sonde St. structure. It is un- 
Regrettably, our experience with pedestrian over- 
passes has not been too encouraging. Stairs and romps 
must be used and people tend to persist in taking the 
route of least resistance - i .e. - walking across the 
tracks, even If it means climbing over or cutting o 
fence to do so, 
"However, if the District wishes to try agoin, as it 
were, and construct a pedestrian overpass at Kalum 
Street, we would hove no objection, provided the 
various regulatory requirements o re  met  and the 
structure did not interfere with or impede roilway 
opeotions. 
... .  The right-of.way isnarrower at Kainm Street han 
in the body of the yard, and it is therefore important 
that the number of piers be absolutely minimum and 
that they be placed in such a way as to avoid in- 
terference with switching sight lines or further yard 
I I 
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More than at any time shice the.d~ression 
vnars of the 1930's, high school stuaenm retur- 
to school today will be pondering their 
future that will be theirs upon graduating. 
The one million, one hundred thousand 
Canadians currently drawing unemployment 
"benefits" are expected to swell in number this 
Winter. There are those who should know who 
declare tae true figure for our +unemployed is many. ' 
considerably greater; that the quoted 'statistic' Despite the intellectual g ut, there remain vast 
does not i~clude those who have exhausted their areas where the best of brains are requir.ed., 
U.I.C. payments and are no longer in contact , We still have no cure for the dread kili~ 
with the department, diseases - such as cancer, diabetes, kidney and 
• heart, multiple sclerosis, cystic fibrosis - and 
At the ~ther extreme nd of the public school: even the "common cold". 
system are those for whom today will be their We still have no acceptable "alternative 
very fi~ticontact with our educational program 
that begins in kindergarten a d continues for 13 
or 14 years, then, ff a profession is to be the end 
result, continues with another four to seven 
years of university. 
Now most professions are crowded, and many 
overcrowded. The expectation, of, acceptance 
upon graduation by a professional student after 
17 to 20 years continual study ~ane at an all time 
low - even worse than they:+we~e du .ring the ~Gr .eat 
Depression, when university'degrees were .the 
privilege of the few, rather than the right of 
energy,' generation method to replace oil and 
gasoline. 
Although we hear, now, that a vaccine 
been developed that will totally prevent oom 
decay - we have yet to see it in use in Cannon. 
Canada still has no Canadian automobile - 
although Sweden and Australia : and Itally do. 
Over one third of Canada-the Northwest 
Territories contains less than 45,000 people, 
largely because it is too cold and too dark in 
Winter (and this does not include the Yukon 
Territory+) +Hudson Bay can be slightly "war- 
mad" by an average of degree centl ade, 
through eat provided by nuclear generators- 
.and Canada's North would become temperate 
rather than arctic. By using, o.rbitin  refloc, t rs, 
the amount of sunlight ~.can  ~ ~ro~,u~_ .  
. . . . . .  All it ren~U~_' es is appplilied lnteu.oct ana wam C~north 
scientists to bringthis about and our vast 
could provide a comfortable climate. 
There are more- many more exciting frontiers 
of the mind,' that our students, pupils a~ 
scholars in training can cross and exp o ,.a 
develop, if only their teachers .~.ve s.u~Ict~ 
vision, originality to challenge mere mm un- 
dertaking. •
Truly, the best is yet to be - the last, for which 
the first was made - can come about, ff there is a 
dream, avision then a will to translate the vision 
into reality. 
Good luck, Kids - and good luck, those who will 
he teaching YoU! 
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surprise, bee~ause the Trudeau Liberals, very big ii~!i :::~:i::i :!il 
on organization, cover all bases in the great ++++ +++:++:++ + _ ~_  
game of power, is ' '~!iiii::iii!i~i:i! :i~::i::i:ii!::: 
But did you know that Big Brother watching i!:!:!: :i
and l i s te~ from Ottawa? 
Trying to monitor your political thoughts? 
Operating an intelligencenetwerk, based in 
provincial capitals and regional centres? 
The whole apparatus run, of course, at your 
expense? 
Now, intelligence is essential to every political 
pu -ty. 
very MP, party candidate and worker - the | 
dedicated - along with the faithful among the 
voters, is. supposed to keep the organization 
informed on the changing moods of the 
multitudes. 
And every ~ watches the public opinion 
nails, and regularly runs rechecks on thein with g 
[to own samplings. 
agents? But paid 
Political private eyes? 
Yes, "moles," as the intelligence community 
knows uch agents, masquerading as politically 
neutral taxpayers, but under c..oyer .serving the 
Prime Minister's Office as, weu, spzes. .~. 
There is such an agent in every provincial / 
capital - and every regional core of the larger | provinces- who reads the newspapers, daily and 
Weekly, monitors the open-l~,~ shows, and 
listens and watches when the commentators ___ . _ . . _  
or "analysts,' sound off. " 
From this mass of information, 
\ ,  
\ 
,.+ ; .? . .  
distilling the essence, detmmnmg me prevamng . . . . . . .  
consensus on current issues, weighing the "Of  course there are fish in here - -  I heard one cough." 
and summarizing it balance of popular opinion, 
all in tightly-written and presumably expertly- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
afted reports. " 
~Weskly they are telexed to Ronald Johnston, ..... ' " 
c~re of the Prime Minister's P - -  Office,: ~ ~ ~ ~ J ~  ~ : 
Langsvin Block, Ottawa, KIA 0A3 remained an the ~Retreatton Committee under 
That much is known for ahard fact. Dear Sir: What lmppens then, to these summaries from ..Ad the only member d Council not mentioned the Chairmanship of Alderman Talstra with 
the stratc~tcally ocated watching and listening in Alderman Jolllffe's letter published in your Alderman Scutar Joining the Committee. This 
posts, only the Prime Minister's office knows, newspaper yesterday, and as acting Mayor at Committee met twenty-one times in the first 
But it would figure that they are further this time, ! feel it is appropriate hat I respond seven months of this year and at the first 
analyzed and summarized, perhaps by Richard and endeavour to give one possible reason why meeting the three committee members agreod 
Alderman Joillffe Is no longer considered ac- on a suitable meeting time convenient to all - 
O'Hagan, the Prime Minister's pecial adviser something Alderman Jolllffe consistently 
on communications, relayed to the Trudeau ceptable as a Council Committee chairman. 
electionbreintrustofSenatorKeithDavey, "The • ..1 served on the Recreation Committee of refused to do in 1977 because it seems uch a 
Council under the chairmanship ofAlderman sensible arrangement took away hispetty power 
Rainmaker," and trusted Principal Secretary Jolllffe for six months in 1977 with then Alder- as chairman to dictate meeting times. In 1978 
James Coutts. It would be 0nly part of the overall political man Douglas Mumford. Daring that period the over .• half the Recreation Committee meetings" 
Committee met eight imes - once on a Tuesday have been held as scheduled on Tuesday of- 
picture as it develops from week to week. Onlyapart, but perhaps one of the keys to the at3:55p.m.,twleeonaWednesdayatg:33 p.m. ternoons and the remainder have been special 
changin~ electoral jigsaw, and 10:15 p.m., three times on a Thrnaday at budget meetings or special meetings, with 
But this it would do: 12:30p.m., l:30p.m, and 3:10 p.m. and twiceon maximum possible notice, to suit the con. 
Give the election.planners and the vote.timers a FHdny at 9:40 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. venienee ofgroups or organizations such as The 
at least an idea of the public political temper. I consistently requested Alderman Jolliffe to set Terrace Reds Hockey, Chomber of Commerce, 
Show how they're feeling in Toronto and On- a fixed day and time for meetings but he insisted Regional District, School District, Library or 
tari0's Golden Horseshoe. that as chairman he had the power to call Festival Committees that wished to meet with 
Confirm the deteriorating situation in British meetings whenever he felt like It with only t' the Recreation Commit~e. This has resulted in a 
weary-four hours notice, and he was unwilling to good working committee. 
Columbia. Underline the seemingly hopeless - even for give up this petty power. I have never before had ..! have no doubt that members of the 1978 
Trade Minister Jack Homer - prospects in my life dictated in such a way by another in- Planning Committee experienced similar 
solidly Conservative Alberta. divlduui, even when serving in the army. Mr. frustrations to those experienced bymyself and 
Echo what they're saying in Saskatchewan, Mumford and myseH both brought this ludicrous Mr. Mumford on the 1977 Recreation Committee. 
the direction of the prevailing poliUcal wind in situation to the attention of the Mayor and Since Alderman Jolllffe is asking publicly for 
Winnipeg. Council on a number of occasions but the Mayor reasons I resent this attitude of his, which I 
Suggest what could be done and where in the at that time remained tolerant of Alderman consider childish and petty, as one possible 
uncertain and possibly shifting Maritimes. Joliiffe. reason which the Mayor - in kindness to Alder- 
About Quebec, as always, they don't have to The twenty.four hours notice may be a minimum man Jol]iffe - had declined to make public. 
wonder. They know. In the hag. For keeps, legal requirement but it was impossible for Mr. . .While writing I would mention that I, like 
• Mumford and myself to change business and Alderman JOIliffe, have reservations about 
Just think - that letter you wrote to the editor, personal commitments continuously atthe whim outside consultants planning our town but feel 
last week may get your name into the Prime of a committee chairman. The minimum legal that might be better than local politicians who 
Minister's ummary. Or that crack you made on number of council meetings an Alderman Is may be tempted to design the whole tewn around 
that open-line show. Or that man-in-the-street required to attend is one every three months but one small Ski Shop because they are unwilling to 
quote of yours that got into the paper, if all Aldermen only met hat mlnlmum we would admit to zoning error in the past! Personally I 
Intimidating? Maybe, maybe not. never have a quorum for a Councll meeting! would like to see our town plan proceed much 
But makes you , wonder, what? ..Because of the above attempts by Alderman more quickly and have much more input from 
TERRACE/K IT IMAT I J oU le  to apparent ly dictate my personal  and local  residents.  
working time schedule I requested Mayor Dave Yours truly, iy h aid Muroney not to appoint me to any committees Alderman David Pease dal , r  - -  ehairedby Alderman Jolilffe in1978. As a result l Acting Mayor 
Circulation - 4~.63S7 Sterling Publishers Dear Mr. Senior; assistance in this regard~ the 
PUBLISHER - Laurie l~alletl Dear Editor, had just had a terrible shock On behalf of the R.C.M.P., Program would not have 
EDITOR • Ernle Senior I feel a little better now duetotheaccidentandNo.2, please allow me this up- enjoyed the success it did. 
REPORTER that I saw your remarks The police did not know, portunity to extend to The 
REPORTER. regarding the news report on when they were roughing Terrace Daily Herald our Many thanks. 
CIRCULATION Pat Zellnskl 632.2747 the man who asked for the him up, that he did in fact thanks for advertising the Yours truly, 
CIRCULATION Joyce Fish . ~S.53S7 camera to he removed. You have the marijuana. Nelghbourhood Watch Nancy Clay i 
KITIMAT OFFICE • 632.2747 see I also was unable to I would also be interested meetings. Without ' your Project Leader 
accept what happened to in finding[ out if the driver 
Published every weekday at 3212 Kalum Street, that man at the mercy o~ the everdid'~eta proper check- • Feelings are somewhat mbivalent today as 
Terrace, B.C. A member'of Varified Circulation. Vancouver police. Why, i up atahospitaltodetermine l~hoois thi'oughout the area open for the 
Authorized as second class mall. Registration umber kept aekin~, did they have to ff he had received any in- hoginning of a new School Term. Some students 
1201. Postage paid in cash, return postage guaranteed, let him have it after he had juries due to the auto ac- wish this day had never come, however some 
his hands handcuffed behind cident. We are all aware he parents, particularly of small children,: were 
NOTE OF COPYRIGHT his hack. Also, he kept received some at the police cayln8 he would stand up on hands, as one thing tar sure - beginning to wonder if this day would ever come. 
TheHerald retalnsfulhcompleteand solecopyrlghtln his own ;but oh no, they kept he was "NOT bleeding from M~t teachers are happy to be back at work 
any advertisement produced Gad.or any editorial or right at him. Some people the car accident. Please and will no doubt have many plans for courses 
photo0raphic ontent published In the Herald. may sat it serves him right- investigate further, and new approaches ~et up for this year. The 
Reproduction Is not permitted without tho written look at the marijuana he had entire school Calendar for 1978-79 will be found 
permission of the Publisher. on him, BUT, best they Your very truly, • remember No. I. The man Mrs. Sharon Demke O!1 page 13 of today's Herald. 
~!+m 1 By Nadine Asoute . . . . . . . . .  named Donald, 
When a young ~:n~plmmmu . . . . .  
] marriage on a _¢ rowd . sunms.u et 
liz'°tdarg" ha" ired young English girl usmm dean m 
! 1935, neither of them could have foresem that 
" they would be travelling ~ Terrace B.C..in 1..978 
as the Archbishop of Can.terlz~Y. ann...n mvme. 
Much has been written about me Arcn~mnop ot
Canterbury, Donald Cog~.. n ,. whose ..Office 
docreea that he is in the spotl~t contmuauy anq 
his every public word noted and commented 
upon. But what about he wife of this head of the 
Anglican Communion'/. Who is she? 
Jean Coggan was ~ J e~m. Strain,. the 
daughter of a man who was both a memem 
member of the ~ doctor and an unbending 
Plymouth Brethren. And Jean S~aln, like many 
children who are raised in such..s.tr/cfl.y x.un- 
damentalist traditions, questlonea me a .Izom~ 
belief of her father and sought a less strmgenc 
and confining way of worshipping the~_to  
whom she was always unerringly commiLted. 
Unlike many young ladies of that time in .our 
century, she insisted on obtaining lugner 
~ education although er father did manage to 
dissuade her from her goal of becoming a
medical missionary. Instead Jean Cog~an 
graduated as a social worker and spent many 
hours of compassion working with slum dwellers 
of Britains industrial cities. 
She gradually was drawn to the freedom of 
worship offered by the Church of En~and a.nd 
during her social work with young pause ot tms 
religious persuasion she met and fell in love with 
the young English Church clergyman then 
starting in his very first parish. 
A !ively yo.un8 woman who wa~ aimost~ in the 
' ' ~+ "Wi~|edoh ~ as'i~ i~>play .~,~ Jean 
........ . . . .  C.o~dn b'~glit' that  same zest into h~ 
marriage and applied it to making comforta.ble, 
welcoming homes in various rectories to wmon 
her husband was moved in his successful rise in 
the church. 
One such move was to Canada when her 
husband accepted the job of Professor of New 
Testament a  Wycliffe College in Toronto in 
1937. 
For seven years the Co~ans resided as 
Torontenians and during this time their two 
daughters were bern, Ann, in 19~8 and Ruth in 
1940. And when Donald returned home to take up 
an appointment i  Britain in 1944, Jean Co~un 
like so many other wartime wives coped with the 
two lively youngsters until she could follow her 
husband home at war's end a year later. 
Ann, who almost seven when the family was 
reunited isa successful teacher in England and 
• Ruth, who was Just four years old when she left 
Canada, has realized her mom's dream and is a 
medical missionary ina small tribal community 
in Pakistan. 
The most difficult hing about being married to 
a man on his way up any ladder of success is 
being able to adapt and perhaps the biggest trial 
for Jean Coggan, the homemaker, was being 
constantly uprooted. She no sooner unpacked 
than she packed again and now this lady who 
finds the greatest Joy in sharing interests with 
forgotten paul" in lonely rooms is having to en- 
tertain world wide dignitaries in near regal 
Lambeth Palace the historic home of Ar- 
chbishops of Canterbury. 
But on the lighter side of her role Jean Cngg. an 
sees the world. South America nd India were on 
her agenda prior to this visit to Terrace which 
has been included in a commemoration trip in 
which the Archbishop of Canterbury ishelping to 
celebrate the 400th anniversary of an Anglican 
communion service at Frobisher Bay in 1578 
with the Frobishar expedition. 
The invitation to the Coggans to include Terrace 
in this Northern Canadian visit was extended by 
a former pupil of the Archbishop who is now 
Bishop of the Anglican Diocese of Caledonia, 
Douglas Hambidge. 
And so it is that his gracious lady will be in our 
midst later this week. And gracious is an apt 
description of the person who, although er 
husband's office is second only in the Realm to 
that of the Royal Family, personally served 
breakfast trays to 200 wives of bishops from all 
over the world at a church conference this 
summer at Lambeth... Just so she would have a 
chance to give each of the 200 a personal word of 
welcome. 
Jean coggan, a very credible speaker in her 
own right, will be giving an address to delegates 
to the Proclamation Weekend in Terrace. 
Her theme will be 'Proclamation' or the 
proclaiming of one's faith. She should be well 
worth hearing. 
• ten~aUonal Year of the Child "Above all, we want to other children around the economic and social prog-said. 
says that although Western avoid people who want to world despite differences of ress. 
society considers itself to be politicize the child by using race, religion, or national --To spur specific, 
child-oriented, children are the year forpromoting other origin," Mrs. Smith said. practical measures to 
being shert-chauged, issues-- whether disar- The stated purposes of benefit children in the short 
Associate direct0r Edward torment, women's rights, International Year of the and long term. 
Marks said increases in child population control or the Childare: The United Nations 
pornography, juvenile environment," Marks said. --To encourage countries Children's Fund has provided $3 million for prostitution and child abuse The official Canadian to promote the well-being of. children's year projects in 
in Canada and the United commiss ion  recent ly  children. 
Slates show that it is time received $1 million from the --To heighten awareness developing countries. 
children were on centre federal health and welfare of children's needs among "It won't provide wells for 
stage, ministry to study children's decision-makers and the clean water or day-care sen- 
He naid In an interview the issues, publie, tree, but hopefully those 
International Year of the INVOLVES SCHOOLS 
Qflld In 1979 willbe a time Gaii Smith' Canadian j ~ ~ l ~  / 
for national action in which director for children's year, 
each of the 79 participating said the only scheduled event 
countries will decide its so far is a special day, Oet. 
p r io r i t ies  re 'gard ing 24, 1979, when children's 
children, issues will be the focus in 
Intern = tio-al of the Child . .  , 
Society takes a( vantage of children , .  
TORONTO (CP) -- An The partieipahte have ap- schools across the eountry. --To recognize the link countries will' set new He was in Toronto last 
officialof the United Nations painted official commissions "We intend to make kids between programs 'for priorities for children in the week~o speak at meetings of 
secretariat for the lw to study children's issues, aware of their links with ehildren and those for next five years," Marks the AmerleanPsyehelogical Ansociation. 
Bishop 
blackmailed 
Where Westemers win all-ways 
Western Canada Lottery Foundation 
t~ " . .  ~NB ~t ..e~..c ~"~ , . . . . . . . .  ~.~.~', :::,"~';~ .~, 
• . .~i, ~JD 
ATHENS rAP) - -  A sex told the news media about 
scandal involving color them, saying: "l consider it 
photograpks showing a 66- my duty to protect the 
year-old Greek .Orthodox standing of the church." 
bishop with an unidentified The ease has aroused the 
woman has shaken the bishop's parish in a drive to 
chm-ch hero. The bishop ousthim, and caused turmoil 
claims the pictures are Within the church hierarchy. 
forgeries but a government At the root of the scandal 
investigation says otherwise, are color photographs 
purportedly showing black- 
Ioannis Varvitsiotis, the bearded Bisbop Stylisnos of 
edueation and religion Preveza, in western Greece, 
minister, turned ~ pictures .ha.vi.~. sex wl_th an un- 
eve 
KEEP THUS UST OF  WIlPIINI Pil3 PIUP~r.I~O ur"  u ~ u~,  u vocn  gun 
Winning tJckel numbers for the Lazy Day Draw of September I. 1978 will be randomly drawn hem the Super Surprise Packages available for purchase at anytime up to the main draw o'n October 6th. 
To make it easier to Iollow. winning bcket numbers will be published in sequence. 
80 PRIZES OF S5,000 ,= 
A163467 A393276 A400701 A615603 A643517 A654381 A676251 B126792 BI~i138 B~5~01 B289826. B324269 
B345859 B405071 B440421 B561337 C157285 C217277 C232503 C304516 C554951 C650135 C653339 C663290 
D121292 D188093 D424063 D569262 [|5755?3 D654238 E102524 E153008 E157066 E501567 E613866 'F127620 
F211984 F658763 G175362 0297605 6364355 G447191 6455944 G507411 GSB46BO 65943B3 H143499 H236524 
.H640932 J387788 J504524 J618819 Kl16817 K178844 K232763 K278648 K364958 K434223 'K435279 K462556 
K478134 K498974 L139055 L158411 L173978 L525849 L587783 L603127 H178694 H268878 H279158 H289770 
M300255' M381409 M428754 M524625 H582577 M586072 M624667 M625B08 
800 PRIZES OF S500 
Al11926 Al14633 Al15818 A122377 A122898 A131500 A137516 A138711 A15268~ A153907 A158094 A159887 
': A160735 A164524 A172527 A180087 A192408 A199006 A204B51 A207851 A214648 A214652 A220542 A222488 
A224747 A227977 A228298 A240555 A246114 A264007 A283783 A285379 A287257 A302196 A320683. A35BO01 
A365928 A367568 A371143 A371368 A381676 A383481 A409444 A419843 A420917 A429620 A462890 .A463931 ........... 
'." ~,A4.6~29"~I,A~672~4 , ~A47~i72::.~03~20 A507444 A514009 A517946. =..A5~9377 A55Z540 A57.9122 A5134895 A592820 
.'~ A~UO~;~'6~I52~ A '~682/;~A62~3~Q A643780 A643823 A650317;'~'A6'~6533"~ A66~85.",A674338" ~;'A~ 4051 A684586 
. . . .  B~05~68 B'1"15484 B12'29~i B123573 B123707 B125066 B125623'B127903 B137082 B164246 B166649 B190852 
B202569 B217019 B220357 B256395 B257777 B262182 B283741 B284368 B305400 B306584 B309680 B314265 
B316344 B321677 B323338 B335576 B335633 B336713. B343036 B344779 B354634 B370793 B371765 B387114 . 
B394208 B403408 B405230 B413000 B419916 B425518 "B452748 B464921 B474502 B474548 B500948 B501696 
B502420 B513903 B536448 B536664 B545612 B558993 B570717 BSB4030 B590388 B&01668 B612129 B619174 
B619687 B629429 B630539 B631618 B634620 B635170 B637193 B650331 B658656 B665238 B668350 B672125 
B675158 C101671 Cl10144 C132281 C14029~ C147487 C148259 C149874 C152353 C154966 C171604 C181922 
C186314 C191184 C193663 C198527 C201181 C213953 C223973 C228056 C236553 1:239686 C258271 C261,966 
C265436 C269981 C278180 C293374 C2?9443 C302728 C311770 C313100 C32685? C329181 C340333 C355834 
.C361968 C364677 C373908 C385874 C370400 C390674 C393463 C404706 C415874 I14113799 C419497 C423550 
C427780 C436803 C439962 C440554 C441761 C448773 C448908 C452346 C464458 C468978 C470818 C481826 
C502209 C525708 C530263 C539337 ~545585 C601516 C603757 C604880 C62993.1 C651808 C659689 'C660969 
C668930 D109076 9125076 D127721 D140677 D145982 D178223 D171553 D192874 D197355 D201064 D202787 
"D203195 9216691 D247914 D258234 D261920 D266926 [o268201 [o278524 ~2986135 D307438 D337749 D352109 
9375466 D386185 D395034 D400832 ~410000 D414497 D424173 D432552 D447001 D451708 D454255 D460765 
D473112 D474646 D474796 D478054 D472405 D496639 D509969 ~515654 D518742 D524524 D550160 D555378 
D560946 D567223 Io568877 D579987 D583672 ~585706 D605087 D613727 D627341 [o627345 D631106 D633428 
D633824 D645978 D662965 D663327 D675154 D675534 E128129 E134787 E139707 .E141341.,~,~ E148695 E174034 
E175223 E178558 E180743 E191624 E194926 E220078 E224584 E224797 r-,~,~a~ E:~6311 E23501B E260551 
E263585 E292830 E305824 E318133 E318754 E335619 E337179 E343894 E351270 E354527 E358368 E360596 
E366763 E404590 E415910 E421148 E440634 E447051 E461714 E474012 E488637 E515938 E523102 E544779 
E563621 E569853 E595207 E598128 E621418 E638446 E640390 E647480 E668320 E679225 F106696 F107411 
Fl13967 F122439 F149475 F150962 F157043 F157903 F160518 F172128 F183430 F200282 F212305 F214452 
F251425 F2541BO F257470 F261729 F265494 F269808 F272597 F280557 F287123 F275564 F301657 F302058 
F305624 F309787 F351511 F362004 F365086 F376340 F380067 F3824131 F394857 F402847 F402857 F404760 
F420527 F429840 F442659 F460602 F473050 F487057 F5032DO F506940 F507293 F513877 F519315 F537049 
F537173 F540872 F555473 F564915 F565122 F566164 F570425 F579114 F577757 'F580409 F584374 F585580 
F588723 F587747 F593243 F576244 F597612 F625391 F627553 F638658 F650117 F658581 F663738 F670665 
0106117 G108028 6109775 Gl11610 Gl14676 G120140 G125507 6129977 G130474 G133526 13140616 G148264 
6149146 0160501 G176773 G182415 G197447 G204373 G207052 .G222991 (3230300 13235580 ~238640 G251369 
62,57897 8261365 G281090 G284796 G306722 G309638 G311082 (3320841 G325705 (3331180 G335931 6345869 
0355391 8360742 G374014 G384353 G393804 (3416221 G434343 G434952 (3439054 1345180;3 13456890 G485738 
G495934 8524171 G528247 G537000 G553948 G557911 13558372 G563718 G567281 G599700 G6119313 6534110 
0636756 G637826 G638419 G642908 6667229 13674071 G678712 H103230 H103937 Hl13031 Hl19624 H124459 
H133673 H137361 H158284 H163927 H166685 H173165 H174621 H190795 H196525 H215377 H249664 H250931 
H269776 H270485 H271707 H271867 H280932 H285259 H289906 H295784 t1314084 t1336346 H336839 H339367 
H348037 H363807 H373190 H378789 H391955 H423217 H441667 H441737 H446367 ~1466081 H472934 H488902 
H495317 H502872 H50426~ H50750B H531211 H545846 H546507 H560166 H580657 H584016 H591962 H615933 '. 
H616813 H617900 H626950 H651630 H658996 11666314 H670680 H683707 J100870 J l18689 J170410 J176578 
J179218 J181883 J203060 J209282 J211713 ,J216498 J245310 J255498 ,J264280 J286730 J287835 J293247 
J311027 J315626 J323282 J351322 J359553 J363771 ,J386413 J386611 J40050B J404609 J405691 J411535 
"J412925 J435589 J439887 J444396 J453071 J453707 J471022 J478335 J496092 J508699 J516867 J526670 
J528780 J544077 J550271 J560576 J563256 J565971 J569723 J577674 J604074 ,J610337 J612059 J618293 
J627510 J636994 J660060 J660242 J660314 J660405 J663723 ,J679687 K103250 K109361 K121134 K133727 
K134648, K135589 K136652 K138886 K139052 K144371 K14B?68 K164034 K164612 K165441 K173219 K176926 
K192740 K200202 K204468' K20517B K213464 K222333 K229309 K246624 K277078 E280346 K283750 K290503 
K306676 K320671 K330135 K331056 K332138 K346704 K358544 K371108 K385615 E385997 K391069 K414742 
K431196 K435055 K439633 K466122 K466906 K467~7~ K468330 K479473 K504500 K506836 K5~2618 K527652 
K527673 K533696 K575372 K577164 K585871 K595335 .K599797 K604997 K610021 K615791 K622201 K632800 
K650003 K651558' K654832 K656228 K667203 K679296 L105184 L108746 L108772 L123775 L127272 L144712 
L150549 L166341 :L180598 L180601 L184369 L189486 L202750 L208155 L.230120 L233566 L233715 L235776 
L238876 L254122 ~259281 L280779 L298915 L299647 L303136 L310316 L316218 L317577 L317596 L331014 
L332904 L338566 L347563 L351196 L371000 L377546 L378144 L383670 L.38533~ L387181 L378256 L404826 
L407B06 L408901 L416577 L436545 L4~0310 L454610 L463801 L464034 L464967 L473926 L475367 L476132 
L501346 L505753 L51.2665 L513455 L522748 L533901 L538613 L557813 L561B05 I_570825 L585861 L587183 
L595388 L625327 L626907 L629588 L630621 Ml16285 Ml17553 H118124 H137797 H187012 H189629 H205890 
H217399 M235825 H250622 H253637 H259041 M283048 H284064 M300063 H300771 H303099 H305968 M306429 
H311485 H318884 H354149 M363358 M364252 H365813 H372224 M378995 H382661 H389190 H409992 M421280 
• H456938' M457969 M458243 M465867 H469i36 H479~67 H483727 H494209 H501461 H5103~'~ M517094 H521590 
H529436 H531936. H541582 M546248 H553552 H578188 M583713 M602535 M603647 M6103~ H616965 H622352 
Hz~4~a M~OR413 M627138 M653712 M670182 H672645 H676694 M679792 .~ '~ . . . . . . .  
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Beef Chuck. 
Full Cut. 














71/4 'OZ. BOX for • 
Tomato Soup 
.:=c:.,.,.~:~:.! ' ~:!~=,:~ ;::: r ........ :,,~ . , ._~,a,; .,~_r~,7 
House. Town 
10 fl. oz. Tin for • 
Oatsup 
Town House 
32 oz. Jar  t.19 
Ire Oream 
Snow Star. Assorted Flavours. 





Canada No. ! Grade lb. 
Norlgold 
Potatoes 
B.C" Gr°wn i t  0 9 9 :  
No. 1 Grade Ibs. 
Sales in Retail Quantities only. 
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FOR YOUR LAUNDRY 
POWDERED DETERGENT 




WEST BEST - wHrrE /~ 
BATHROOM 
TISSUE 
OVERWAITEA- 100% B.C. 
PRODUCED "- LARGE SIZE 
I CANADA 
i 
I I JUST IN TIME FOR SCHOOL LUNCHES-CHOOSE FROM 
| I  24 VARIETIES OF OVERWAITEA "FIRST CHOICE"-SLICED 







- WHITE or 60% 
% 
'~  : ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ 1  OFF 








~-~!  FLETCHER'S- CRY-O-VAC ~ 
,.. Bo logna  
IcnucK=qS4 ul  iPnm,..,,.~:,,. 4S= BY THE, IECE 
..I °r;;, ~oWUHA~o~E~ALIEiNr~'T 14 OZ MIN W' P,K G 'NST~IsCT~EsRINK MIX ' DAIRYLAND - SMOOTH °N CREAMY , CH RISTIE'S pREM.IUM" PLUS . .= .  1..=...,=,= 1.1  _.,.so.. WHOLE, SMOKED PICNIC 
I"°"°"uc'~': ' - ; ,{, , ;~,~ll~ OUdl"tmmi h I= IDQ ,d~.  _ . . ,~  
2~o 
DELTA BRAND - -  LONG GRAIN 
6-7 LB 
AVERAGE 
: _~-  :~" ~' / - .  > 
1 ' ": '~ . /  BONUS OFFER 
,~.,?,,~..,.. . . . .  , Here's all you do: ~ " ! • Pick up your IiImuver imvelopo at any chlN=koul 
2. Colle¢! the S250.00 In ¢olourIKI mllllter reims 
3 • RIdlNIm I|pes for bonus Lifestyle 4 pc. plan slitting 
• OVEN-TO-TABLEWARE 
FULLY DETERGENT PROOF AND DISHWASHER SAFE 
' ALL MATCHING COMPLETER PIECES ARE 
~\ AVAILABLE DURING OFFER. LOOK FOR 
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CALIFORNIA ~WI  
CANADA NO.1 GRA 
VINE RIPENED ,. 
- GROWN CAL:.IFORNIA -GREEN 
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Dino'$ oobmn 
OB exeoulive plan 
meeting Wednesday 
Howdy a l l ,  to  start off this week, a remincler to 
you members that there will be an executive 
meeting this coming Wednesday nite at SUPER 
COOKIE and SUPER THIEF'S 20 and also now 
that the summerholidays are at a close, we are 
back into the swing of things by having our first 
monthly meeting of the G.R.S.B.B.C. this 
Thursday nite, 7:30, downstairs at the Sandman 
Inn. Any C.B.'ers that would like to become a 
member are welcome to attend. 
Another date to keep in mind is the up-coming 
Tomahawk Tribe Dance on Oct. 7th. Plans for 
this are in full swing and it's going to be a dilly. 
Dance tickets will be on sale this week from all 
T.T. members and Iwill have some at the work 
20 if you want to drop in and get them there. 
Congratulations are in order to PEBBLES and 
ROCKCRUSHER... first, for moving into their 
new home, and second, for their new neighbors 
taking a vote and allowing them to live on the 
same street. 
Ever see a good looking BEACHBALL?? I 
did!] Hi BEACI-IBALL!! 
News to make everyone's day a better 
one...yours truly has a base station now and 
should be aH set up and raring to go shortly (I 
forgot I needed ears too!!) The channels are 
much too noisy now and need a quiet body on 
them anyhow.., everyone . agree?? 
To SEA RIDER of that famous Kitty Kat town, 
SUPER COOKIE really isn t all that stuck-up 
that you had to go out and buy a bigger truck so  
she'd notice you...she'd know you even in a 
pregnant roller skate. 
Hear tell the Rubberneck Award this week 
goes out to GERONIMO...hey GERONIMO! You 
Carol Bell and Nelly Olson of tl/e child minding centre are pictured above showing 
some obviously delighted youngsters how to make various shapes and sizes from 
blocks. 
founpters happy 
Child Centre re-opens 
The Child Minding Centre 
in Terrace held their open 
house reopening last Friday 
with a number of en- 
thus ias t i c  v i s i to rs ,  
especially the youngsters 
who got a chance to try out 
the new facility. 
The centre has moved 
from their old building on 
Paint was 
In addition to the kitchen, donated by the Thornhill 
arts room, playroom, Fire Department. 
washroom and office in the Parents bringing children 
interior of the building, the to the centre can park in the 
centre has a yard for adjacent arena parking lot. 
children at play, complete TbeTerraeeChild Minding 
with a swing set and air- Centre wwiil be operating 
plane built by the eorr regu lar ly  beg inn ing  
ections Centre, Tuesday, September 5.
Ship picksup viet refugees , 
SINGAPORE (Renter) -- " "The' survivors were m wartime films of Belsen and the other concentration 
A British captain said shocking eond!!ion when we 
Monday his ship picked up 54 found the~m,' Lawrence camps." 
Vietnamese refugees, many said. "Many~ o( them were Some ships came 
of them emaciated, who had basically .just 'skeletons, It alongside, looked and then 
survived a nigi~tmare reminded me of the old sailed on, they said. 
voyage in the South China 
Sea in which 20 died of I starvation and disease. 
Captain Leslie Lawrence 
of the Liberian-registered 
World Kingdom told Reuters 
news agency by radio. 
telephone that the survivors 
were too weak to walk from 
their drifting vessel and had 
to be winched aboard the 
World Kingdom in twos and 
threes. 
The World Kingdom, a 
78,373-ton re and oil carrier, 
picked them up between 
Hainan and the Philippines, 
about 320 kitometres from 
Manila Bay. It is due to 
arrive in Singapore with the 
survivors today. 
Lawrence said the nine- 
metre refugee boat left the 
Ho Chi Minh City area Aug. 4 
but developed engine trouble 
after two days and the 
refugees ran out of food after 
five days. 
The refugees aid .20 of, 
their number perished 
during the voyage and were 
buried at sea. 
Of one family of 22 who set 
out from Vietnam, only t l  
survived, Lawrence said. 
One woman saw her husband 
and three of her four 
children die/ • 
One woman gave birth to a 
baby during the voyage but it 
died. Another woman was 
seven months' pregnant. 
never told me about this before... Olson to a municipal house at 
Congratulations to POKEY,  who hasmadehis 45~ Park Avenue and the  3 0  days / 
August preparing the new 
good...gotta keep this guy in mind for future building for the S00 to 4OO , , 
events, children between the ages of Q 
Happy Threesome??? FUZZBUSTER, one and five who come to .TELAVIV(AP)--israelipolieeandsecurityforees' 
CRAZY LEGS and HAPPY HOOKER??? pisythereuptothrechoursa day twice a week. have begun a special alert because of the Middle East 
Speaking of FUZZBUSTER...how's the crab Althoush the centre used summit conference opening at the U.S. presidential 
situation at your end? Better you come down in to be funded by the federal retreat at Camp David, Md., this week, Israeli Radio 
price and make some sales, government, most recently reported Monday. I st week 
Ah HAH! Knew there was something amiss through a Canada Works ..Theradlosaidthealertbeganattheendof a 
grant, the Child Minding and was stepped up Monday. 
with MOON-SHADOW ... h i s  new occupation Controls now trying to make . .Scores of extra security personnel are being 
seems to be blackmail, and Mike, that's a no-n0, a go of it as a charitable stationed in public places, especially around buses 
Question of the week? Who was the cute nude organization, and open markets, the traditional targets of terrorist 
found fast asleep on SUPPER COOKIE'S couch? Because the centre has bombs, the radio said. 
Word is that his initials are S.G. and he hails had to decrease its staff, ..It reported roadblocks at the entrances to 
supervisor Carol Bell and residential areas. 
from P.G, Could this possibly be the one mean teacher Nelly Olson, are . .Special security instructions were issued to Israeli 
and nasty SUPER GROUCH?? hoping parents will volun- embassies, Israeli companies abroad, and Jewish 
To all you non-believers out there ... there is so tear their time to help out organizations connected with Israel, the radio said. 
MOTHS ten feet wide. I know, because one at- withthe children's activities. If they can g t full parent . .Mast of the new arrangements appeared to involve 
tacked me and I've got the bruises to prove it participation, each parent stationing more guards. 
when I fell'dowh a flight of stairs.., and yes, I am would only have to spend . .Israeli authorities increased vigilance last month to 
stone sober, three hours every two. copewith a rash of sabotage attempts they saidmJght . .4 
A welcome to our midst goes out to CAPTAIN months, Bell said. linked to the summit meeting. They found 24 bombs in 
COSMOS, alais BLACK BART, who hails from The centre is currently amonthandmanagedtodismantlemastofthem. 
that Vernon town and who will be living here for depending on fees, and money raised through ]~ '~ ~ f  m~ 
the next couple of months. He's nice people but various activities to pay rent JIJJL.~ I I  1 • i A 
I'm not so sure about his partner, the one BEN- and salaries. ITIS   P 
be better or worse around, I held inthenextfewweeksas A RTHR WAH...could " A rummage sale will be 
guess! !  , part of the o.going fund I~IIT.LITI~P 
3's to all .............. raising. • • I k J12[  J[ x . ,~ l t  
" - - - - -  _ _ _  _ ,  DRAWS runalng v " 
refused fundingto assist in : l  II IIIIII11 Ilia I | l l _ l l l l l l l l l l l l l !  1/  IIIIII!H !li ~ /  - ~ - -  
" ker 's  Education ' - ~1 I I I I I I I ~ - -  I I II I /  I! H the Wor i l  I i  ~ I I I  I I  I I  I = __  .. Programme" at.t~ Nor- ' ' " ' '  " 111' 1'" " I,"-II li "~,'l'll'l,'ll =": II Illll " JV ~ ~~ 
thwest Community uollege, v . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "-* . ..................................... 7=:- ' - - - - -_  _~ • 
commenting on the 
refusal, as~okesmanforthe i nfllPill T/t  TH F nn l t  t/L' I 
committee says, "We are • I ~ E U / i . . -  l m •  sm. .m m.=, ma~ ms l [  i ~ lm, . !  a 
disappointed, butwe are not ~ • IO I I  I I I  • I I  I I I t I I I  I I l _M I 
surprised. We realized as I • Jg•mUI I  a a l l  u I1  L 'U=,==I IU  • S# ' 
soon as the austerity I V i  I V I  • I V  / V V  . " T 4 
programme was announced, • • 
that it would be the working • ~ . ~  i 
people who would bear the • , ~r- _ ~ . w _ ~. - -  ~ ~ ' V '~' 
brunt of any cutbacks. The V • _ . . . . .  a s - _  nmi  n ' , - 
only surprising part is that . ' . TTT1MP3r J r  R [ N V  PIIPM-~I['fl-~ l 
the refusal of funds to the I ' !  ! I I I t  I ! JD~ IL"HVL IW 
Labour Advisory Committee • , iIHqk,W , I  db ~. . . . i  . - 
was dated seven to ten days • ,t,.~, .' , £ , 
before the announcement of • • " I 
the austerity programme" ' w 
Commenting further, tl~e I " ? 
spokesman goes on to say, v " • 
"We are naturally suspicious A • I 
of any so called 'austerity • _ _  v F r id  
programmes', especially V ~ "~'~, • 
those with pre-eleetion ~ ~"t~!~ M 
plums such as a freeze on oil it / , , /~ ,  ~ L  • 
prices, When all the major I ~ ~ I 
oil companies are admitting • [ ,4k ~lk \ l  ~]~k~"~,~ • 
to a surplus of oil and gas, • ~k ~ ~,~s , , . .~ ,~. .  • 
why do we need a price I ~ ~ " _  ~ . V 
freeze at an artificially high • ~ ~ / ~ 1  ~ " 
level? The Liberal govern- ; ~ '~{~. - ' "~ f ' 
ment has obviously decided it ~- .~,  ~ . . f  . m 
where their support will be in I ~ ~  f '~ .~,  r~ V 
the next election, and they V ~F"  ,,| _¢ ,.~ e J  ~ '~ ~ A 
know that it will not bewith • ' b~:~ -~ ~ ~ l 
working people We doubt "c' , ! 
very mu h if sny of the | 
myriad of government • ~ _ - ~  try-( --Y '" 
programmes designed to ~ ~"~.  t~ ~ J , ~  
help the major co ' rat ions  | , .  " ~ . . .~ . )  - ~  ' ' i 
will be cut at all. The on y V ~. (~F '~ I 7"~.~ " 
austerity that we will see wiil ~ ~ ' ~  ~'~ ' ]  ~ ~ t ~"' • 8~1 
be inprogrammes designed | ~ ~ C ¥ ~  . ~  X 
~rth :  ,,working people of V September 15, 22 & 29. 
~ut '7~ ~ ~, ~ • ~1~ ~ ~'6~ ~ ~ ~ • . i NOW 7 WAYS TO WIN WITH i LOTO CANADA SUPER SURPRISE PACKAGE. 
This year marks the 60th . - - - - --  ~- ' - 
anniversaryofTheCanadian A dg 4 ~ ~ ,  ~ (~ ~ ~ "  I 
National Institute for the • V 
Blind. Today, the CNIB V - -  , " 
provides services for more t ~ ~ ~m~ ~ ~f f -~  l /~  ~ ~ ~ ~ o f  i 
than 30,000 blind Canadians • 
of all ages and in all walks of I ~ " ~ ~  & dOR' ,~NT 6Y2-3338 
life. Support the CNIB v " 
campaign for funds now .~wJ  
under way. ~ ~ ~ '~"  "~"  ~ 
t 
mmmm 
" rk '  m ,the a 
Beat inflation in the home by shopping for these outstanding #al~es for Bathroom and 
Bedroom, end rejuvenate your home while you savel These values good until Saturday, 
September 16th or while qusntition last. ~ ~ 
Cozy Needlewoven Blankets 
Enjoy the comfort of these machine wash- 
able acrylic-polyester blend blankets. The 
pormanappod:flnlsh elps reduce shed- 
ding end pilling. In decorator shades of 
Yellow, Green, Blue, Pink. About 
72" x 90". 1.209 Each, 9.99  
"Hi l lcrest" Thermal  Blankets 
Ideal for year 'round sleeping comfort. 
Cellular weave blankets in machine- 
washable acrylic with sat~n bound ends. 
Permanapped to reduce shedding and 
pilling, In White, Blue Rose, Avocado or ' 
Gold, 
Double, about 
72" x 84", L205 Each, 9.49 
Queen, about 
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Shams, ROffles, Comforters 
8hams, about19" x 25", L234 " '  EaCh, 6.19) 
Ruffiso, about 39" x 75", 1.235 Each, 14,99 
about~'x7S', L~S Each, 17.99 
Comforters, about68"x86', 1.229 Each, 38.99 
ab()ut 76" x 86", 1.23,0 Each, 43.99  
Pretty bed co-ordinates In elegant decorator 
shades, in an eesy-care polyester-cotton bleno. 
Bed ruffle in White, Blue or Gold. Top the bed with 
a light but warm polyester fiberflll comforter foo- 
turing a White eyelet trim end a polyester-gotten 
cover in "Emily" floral pattern; Blue or Yellow. Add 
a final touch with pillow shams in White, Blue, Gold 
"Emily" Sheets, Pillow Cases 
Twin, fiat or fitted, L141-2 
Double, nM or fitted, L143-4 
Queen, flat or flttcd, L145-6 





Complete •your bedding ensemble with these 
matching sheets and pillow cases. The pretty Spring 
florals in Blue or Gold on White grounds blend beau. 
tifully with any room decor. Luxury weave polyester- 
cotton blends are machine washable and l  dryable 
for extra easy care. Never need ironing and stay 
fresh, wrinkle free. Flats and cases have attached 
soft-ruffled hem for an extra attractive look. 
Pretty and Practical Vinyl-Lined Shower Curtains 
" Add a decorator touch to your bathroom with these "Valencia" curtains• They Elegant Easy-Care, Tablecloths 
feature polyester fishnet with co-ordinating vinyl lining. About 72" x 72". In Blue, 
• Coanac, Pink, Yellow, Brown or Peach. . Add a special touch to your table with these. In e washable 
, i.~T1 Easn, 1 6 .99  polyester-cotton blend with soil-release, no-iron ttnlsh. About 52" 
Comfortable Baymart r Pillows . : ~ .~ - . x 70. with about 4" lace border, trim. In Gold, Green, 1" , "9  Feath,.e , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  White or Champagne. L319 . . Each U 
~k~B.'x'~:~,u t,m~'~b.y ~,ver~ seVe',~,~. ,e~,.~%~S.9~ ,,~ , A Cozy Bath Sheet, Great for Home or Beach Set Your Table With Linen Cloths 
. . . .  ~X P~mper yourself with these king-s ze luxury bath sheets by Caldwelh About 36 
7n. in an absorbent 90% cotton-10% polyester blend. Ideal for pool, sauna and 
Ir~inl"ltll-i~L447 ~'~' in Navy, Orange, Brown, Olive, Cognac or Ivory. Each," 11.99 
For Sleeping Comfort, "The Bay" Pillows 
Made especially for the Bay, these sleep-inviting pillows are soft and plump 
and well.filled with chicken nnd waterfowl feathers. Cc)vered in 
durable ticking, Size about 20¶x 26". L ~  EaCh, 8.49 
Save on "The Bay" Resilient Pillows 
These Fortrel" polyester flberfill pillows give you the c om_fo~ and support 
you're looking for. They re washable and non.allergenic, uotton- Bathroom Accessories with a Touch of Elegance 
po(yester cover. Size about 19" x 25". 1.268 Each, 7.49 
"Reg. T.M. IMth Met, L4696 Each, 9.99 .... 
Lid Cover, L4597 " Each, 2.49 
"* . i '  ~ 3.1Lq:e.Tenk 8(11, L4598 Each, 9.99 
i ~ ~ ~' Luxuriously soft, deep orlon ecry c pile bathroom accessories give your bathroom the 
! i  ~ " , '  look I. ld feel of luxury, Machine washable. Highlight your bathroom indecorator 
• ~ shades of Blue; Green, Sable, Yellow or Cognac, 
Elegant' Autumn Love Towels by Caldwell i 
Bath, L4243 Hand, L4245 Fsoa Cloth, 
each, 4.99 e~h, 3.49 L4247 EaCh, 1.49 
~,olor your bathroom bright end beautiful with these soft and fluffy fringed towels by Caldwell. ~ 
• Autumn Lo'm" print on 90% cotton-1O% polyester velour terry. Floral pattern on solid 
b l~ground in Slue, Bronze, Pink, Brown or Navy. ' 
Soft, Absorbent, Striped Terry Towels by Cannon 
Bath, L438 Hand, L439 Fans Cloth, 
8.99 F.ach, 5.49 ' L440 EaCh, 2.49 
SO popular ,for dinner parties, buffets, luncheons. 
"Scheherazade' design In soll-relcose woven linen is easy to 
launder and requires no ironing. In beautiful shades of Brown, 
Gold/Melon, Avocado or Blue. 
about 52" x 52", about 52" x 70", 
Late each, 7.99 L317 heh, •10.99 
Cheery Tablecloths in Colorful Prints 
A delightful way to enjoy lunch or dinner, and a great tlmu to 
save on colorful hand screen.printed tablecloths. Thesc cotton 
cloths ere washable end color felt. 
about 62" x 52", about 52" x 70", 
L~o7 earn 3.49 L~m E~h, 4.49 
Liven up your bathroom with. these striped towels in colorful ':Lldo'~ pa~.erniTh~.o~r:l)~talre~w 
makes them practical,one pissing ~i~poaronce makes mere ,aem mr gins. c, 
of Pistachio, Yellow, i.,arcnment or us. 
Popular Homespun-Type Bedspreads in 2 Sizes 
TO give your bedrooms all the charm of country casual,choose then spreads. 
A variety of attractive woven o estgns m revreenmg ogler comoinanons. ~wo owlde 
popular sizes at epaclal eels prices. 
e.N 
o.oo 
Colorful Needlewoven Bedspreads by Esmond 
These practical spreads add a handsome finishing touch to your 7rt~x 1~ ~t47 
bedrooms. Pre-shrunk scrllsn acrylic-nylon spreads are owwe,¢=eut 
machine washable, tumble dry. Permatron finish, in Blue, Gold Wx10S,.L24e 
I:Nugget, Red or Brown, 
17.99 
e,~ lg.99 
"New Dawn" Sheets'n' 'Cases by Caldwell 
Add a fouch of luxury toyour bedrooms with thase easy-care 8heats and ~,~,mwes,d, ~T~'m"~ 11.99 
,,.,,u, Th,~v f,~ature a nolvestar.ootton blend that's machine washable and Ll~e-7 bob, 8 .4S  
d'rya"~b'le"a'n'd'~equlres~n() iro ing. Elegant "Sofshsen" finish. In Yellow, Ll~l~x Io1"~ 9 .~)  ~ Ipe, 5 .99  
Blue. Fawn. w th contrasting piping. 
Elegant Shower Curtains 
A practical bathroom accessory. Vinyl 
curtains have textured psbem and 
matching valance with bell fringe trim. 
About 70" x 72". In Gold, Brown, Blue, 
"---~4~6.ac or Ivory. F.aeh, 11.99 
Dreamy Cloud-Soft Polyester-Filled Comforters 
Add a luxurious look to your bedroom decor with these "Fleurette" comforters. Resilient 
polyester fi I g yes warmth'without weight. Polyester top and plain acetate.nylon flannel beck; 
Ing to help prevent slipping. Machine washable, n P nk. B ue or Peach. 
These Values good until Saturday, September 16th, or while quantities last. 
Deween Creek, Fed St. John, Grands Prairie, Lloydmtmdor, -m1 MeMtmrey, F.ort gmi~ Hit), River, U_.m.lum.Clfy, 
Yeilowknife, Drayton Valley, Felrvlew, Grinds.Cache, High Plakie, Hinton, Leo is Dacha, ~ nivw, H~ m m~_- 
lain House, Fort Nelson, Fort, Bit. Jlonou, mieenou, MackonlM, ~ ~ orooIm, Glmrose, smmm, 1w 
Mile House, Prince Raped, Inuvlk, FL S in~ 
Twk~ el:e, 
L.22eS ~ 21.99 
DooIde elm, 
L22aT ~ 25.99 
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Terra=~own ~/o~ Na~esa 
Sharon Laugh has done an 
excellent job in program- 
ruing since joining the 
District's recreation staff 
and was full of praise for the 
four student workers at- 
tached to her department 
this summer. The Summer 
Creative P layuground 
programme had it s mc~t 
successful season with ap- 
proximately 400 children 
between 5 and 14 years 
participating. 
At a very pleasant lun- 
cheon gathering in the 
Municipal chambers last 
Friday, Sharon Thanked 
Jennifer Brooks who worked 
as her assistant ~ in 
programming, and Gwyn 
Croosley, cheryl Flury and 
Gwen Waldie the Summer 
Playground staff. On behalf 
of Mayor Maroney and the 
Council, Alderman Taistra 
presented them with a silver 
Kermode. pin, he also 
thanked them and wished 
them success in their future 
careers. Molly Nattroos as 
chairman of the Terrace 
Advisory Recration Com- 
mission was also present and 
thanked them on behalf of 
the people of Terrqaoo in 
particular the parents of the 
children who participated. 
With their attitude and 
ability we are sure they will 
all have successful futures. 
The girls thanked Alderman 
Taistra for the pins, said 
they had enjoyed working in 
Terrace and felt very op- 
timistic about the future of 
recreation here. 
year, so lets all help to make 
• their visit one they will long 
rmember. 
New residents of Terrace 
who dropped in at the 
meeting were Mr. and Mrs. 
Lurne Dyck who arrived in 
town about two weeks ago. 
Former residents of Ab- 
botsford, Lorne is the 
MAnager of the new Skeena 
Mall complex, and both he 
and wife Mona are looking 
forward to their new life in 
Terrace. Welcomel 
It was also interesting to 
have the present, past, and 
past, past, chairmen of the 
Terrace Advisory 
Recreation Commission at 
one gathering. It provoked 
some interesting comments 
and discussion regarding the 
progress (or lack of it) of 
recreation i  Terrace. 
Altogether a veryt good 
meeting, most stimulating 
and enjoyable, our thanks to 
Joyce Krause and others 
who arranged itat such short 
notice. 
A final note, anyone who 
would like to read the new 
constitution can pick up a 
copy from Sylvia Macdonald 
at Iona's constituency office 
in the Tillicum Theatre 
building or nhone 635-9139. 
L :~.~C~..:.~.~ % 
. . . .  ~: ~ .i:~.1~ , .~.~-; . ". 
...~ ,; ~:." ;,~; ~.~,~...,~ 
ale Ferry made its last official 
The historic Cedarv ..A 1 due to 
oss the Skeena Riv©r August 3 ,  excursion acr . . . . .  • n .  the far left 
an estimated $250,000 replacemcn~ cw,.."'.~.a,, ,,f the 
is the ferry structure on the Highway .m ~.~ ~ the 
river. In ~e upper right hand. pictur~,siFtr~e ferry 
ferry now still standing, a.na !owern$~,o  the ferry 
keeper's house. The de.cislon to a i~,T~ent  s up in 
and cable car  service nas t~eaarva~c :,~o" 
• arms. 
Photos by Vanessa Oltman 
BE AN ARTHRITIS 
" ~ FIGHTER 
HELP WITH YOUR 
DOLLARS 
Where Westerners win all-ways 
Western Canada Lolefy Foundation 
The O.A.P. Association are 
busy making plans for ac- 
tivities during Senior 
Citizen's Week planned for 
• the end of September. These 
include a "Sod.turning" 
ceremony on the proposed 
site of their "Drop-in,' 
centre, a display of antiques 
and artifacts loaned by 
Terrace's Senior Citizens 
with a Pancake breakfast 
and tag day to help start off 
their Fund raising. Details 
will be published later but 
for any one who would like to 
help, the association is open 
to all who would like to join 
rage is not a requirement.) 
f~deral member lona 
Cdiiiizign01o was guest at an 
informal gatheriog of local 
constituents in the Lotbby of 
• the Lee Theatre on Friday 
evening. Between 50 and 60 
people attended and Iana 
spoke on matters ranging 
from federal, through 
provincial to local concerns 
and answered some per- 
Unent questions during a 
lively discussion period. 
As a sideline to the 
mooting, some interesting 
local residents were present. 
Mrs. Kaiser who contributed 
well during the discussion 
period, told us of her 
proposed trip to San Fran- 
cisco and talked of her in- 
torest in hummingbirds and 
Other migrant birds in our 
Brea. 
Mrs. Lily Nielaon, who was 
also a vocal emmber of the 
mooting informed us that she 
intends to run in the up- 
coming by-election for 
Council in November. It's 
good to hear, a healthy 
community should have lots 
of people willing to work on 
its behalf, so lets bear from 
more 0cgf you. Mrs. Marion 
Robertoon talked of the 
"behind the scenoo work" 
that has been done in 
preparation for next weeks 
visit of the Archbishop of 
Canterbury. Approximatley 
250 delegates will be at- 
tending as well as other 
interested people throughout 
eh Diocese and beyond. Mast 
'of the people attending will 
be billeted and the luncheons 
Saturday and Sunday 
provided by the church and 
as usual Terrace residents 
responeded excellently. To 
make sure of bearing the 
Archbishop speak remember 
to pick up tickets for his 
public addresses at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre from 
Lance Stephens at 4818 
Olson. Tickets cost one 
dollar and the time of the 
addresses are as follows:- 
Friday, Sepot. 8 at 7:3O p.m. 
Saturday, Sept 9 at 4:00 p.m. 
Sunday Sept. 9 at 1:30 p.m. 
This visit to Canada, 
covering two weeks will be 
the only vacation for the 
ARchbishop and his wife this 
If you can read this you are 
lucky. But not everyone in 
this community is as for- 
tnnate. A few will read it an 
inch away from their face 
under strong magnification. 
Some can't read it at all. 
Pledge your eyes now to the 
Eye Bank of Canada so that 
one day your gift will enable 
someone lse to see. 
I I L~U I III~III.IE; lll,.~tlJl ~ III l,,/ I I.I, III~.~I~ IF l~.~. , !  
a record 45 Gold Medals, 109 Common- 
wealth Games Medals in all. 
We're proud of Canada's young t 
athletes. Proud of the national spirit 
. . . .  j . . . . . .  
proud of our role insupporting the l>iggest 
Canadian team ever, in the history'of 
• the Commonwealth Games. 
I i 
L 
get better and better at their game. 
i 
This Bobcat gets the green light in the hill cl imb of the Kermodes 4-wheeler 
playday held over the long weekend. This hill cl imb was just ode of the many 
events during the three day competition that attracted vehicles from all over the 
provinee~We should have the results in tomorrow's edition of the HERALD. 
Esks 28, Stampeders 28 
Bombers 31 Roughriders29 
CALGARY (CP) - -  
Calgary Stampeders came 
hack from a six-point half- 
time deficit and hung on to 
tie Edmonton Eskimos 28.28 
in a wide-open Canadian 
Football League game 
Monday. 
Calgary last defeated 
.Edmonton in the. regular 
season 38-28 on Oct. 31, 19'78 
in Edmonton. Calgary now 
has a 53-71-2 against their 
northern rivals. 
The Stampeders thrilled 
the capacity crowd of 26,888 
by scoring 17 unanswered 
points before Edmonton got 
on the board and led 17-10 at 
the end of the tint quarter. 
Then they dropped behind 24- 
18 at the half. 
Calgary scored 10 points in 
the third quarter and 
allowed the Eskimos only 
four points in the fourth. 
Edmonton's Dave Cutler 
kicked field goals of 34, 38, 53 
and 21 yards, added two' con- 
verts and a single a missed 
19-yard fourth-quarter field 
goal which went to the dcad- 
hall line~ 
Cutler, who leads the WFC 
scoring, rarely misses on 
field goal attempts but his 
last kJok went wide and 
proved the difference bet- 
ween a win and a tie for 
Edmonton. 
Tom Scott, on a 23.yard 
pass from Warren Moon, and 
Pete Lavorato, on a 53-yard 
recovery of a quarterback 
John Hufnagers fumble, 
, scored the Edmonton touch- 
downs. Hank llesie kicked a 
76-yard single. 
James Sykes scored two 
touchdowns on runs of one 
yard and seven yards in the 
first quarter and veteran 
wide receiver Tom Forzani 
grabbed a 40-yard pass from 
Hufnagel in the third quarter 
for another Calgary touch- 
down. 
Sports Briefs 
NAMED TOP ROOKIE 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  
Emilio John of the 
Sacramento Gold, 27, who 
had 20 goals and 22 assists 
this season to rank among 
the American Soccer League 
scoring leaders, was named 
ASL Rookie of the Year by 
the league's coaches Mon- 
day.  The Nigerian-born 
forward is the second 
straight Sacramento player 
to win the award. Last year 
it went o Mal Roche--now of 
the Los Angeles Skyhawks-- 
when he played for the now- 
defunct Sacramento Spirits. 
RADER NAIVlEO COACH 
SAN DIEGO (AP) --  San 
Diego Padres announced 
Monday they have acquired 
former third baseman Doug 
Rader as their first base 
coach through the end of the 
1979 season. Radar replaces 
Phil Roof, who plans to go 
into the cattle business in 
KentuCky. 
Cyril McFail had field 
goals of 47 and 12 yards, 
converted all three loueh- 
downs and added a 62-yard 
single to round out the 
Stampeder scoring. 
REGINA (CP) -- A 103- 
yard ~ touohdown run'., by 
Richai'd'ff~mp made the 
difference for Winnipeg Blue 
Bombers in their 31-29 
victory over Saskatchewan 
Roughriders in a Canadian 
Football League game here 
Monday. 
A crowd of 22,451 saw the 
teams sweat it out in tem- 
peratures hovering around 
30 degrees through asee-saw 
battle' that stood 14-13 in 
Winnlpeg's favor at the half. 
Crump also scored on a 
one~ard touchdown run and 
Gord Paterson took a 36-yard 
pass from quarterback 
Ralph Brock for the Bom- 
bers' third touchdown. 
Bernie Ruoff converted all 
three, kicked field goals of 
43, 19 and 34 yards and 
booted a 59-yard single to 
round out Winnipeg's 
scoring. 
Saskatchewan got three 
field goals from Bob 
Macoritti of 19, 21 and 17 
yards. The Riders also had 
three touchdowns as quar- 
terback Ron Lancaster 
threw 27 yards to newcomer 
Rod Parker and seven yards 
to Bob Bruer, and Mike 
Strickland ran across from 
seven yards out. Maeoritti 
converted two touchdowns 
but Lancaster failed on a 
two-point conversion throw 
to Bruer on Strickland's 
touchdown. 
SET UP FIELD GoAL 
• Crump also contributed a 
77-yard xun .that set~ up 
~Rudff'S'19~ard field goal in 
the second quarter. 
With Edmonton Eskomos 
and Calgary Stampeders 
tying their game 28-28, the 
Regina game created a 
three-way tie for second 
place in the western confer- 
ence among Calgary, 
Winnipeg and British 
Columbia Lions. All have 
eight points, five points 
behind conference-leading 
Edmonton Eskimos. 
Saskatchewan remains in 
.last place with only two 
points and a 1-7 record for. 
the season. 
Lancaster was good on 25 
of 43 pass attempts for 321 
yards while Brook threw 34 
passes for 270 yards on 16 
receptions. 
Strickland led the Rider 
ground game with 102 yards 
on 16 carries while Crump 
carried eight times for 119 
yards for Winnipeg. 
The Riders were assessed 
40 yards on seven penalties 
while Winnipeg lost 97 yards 
on 12 infractions. Both 
quarterbacks suffered one 
interception. 
PRIME OOMMEROIAL PROPERTY 
• TEDBKE, e,0, 
For Sale 81 Publio Tender 
B.C. Hydro Invites offers to purchase, by Sealed 
Tender, a parcel of land located on the north east 
corner of the Intersection of Kalum Street and Lakelse 
Avenue af 3224 Kalum, Terrace, and legally described 
as: 
Lots 25 and 26, Block 6, District Lot 369, Plan 972, 
Range 5, Coast District. 
• All tenders mtJs! be sealed and clearl.y marked 
"Tender- Terrace" and must be delivered by 4:30 p.m. 
on Wednesday, 13 September, 1978, to: 
Mr. B.G. Griffiths, Properties' Division 
British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority 
900-1045 Howe Street 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6Z 2B1 
Tenders must be accompanied by a CER~I'IFIED 
CHEQUE in the amount of $1,000.00, made I~ayable to 
B.C. Hydro. The balance of tho tendered price, if 
acceptable, is payable within thirty (30) days of the 
acceptance of the tender. 
The highest or any tender will not necessarily be 
accepted. Sale will be sublect to a Right.of-First 
Refusal and an upset price of $55,000.00 has been set. 
Specifications end conditions of sale can be obtained 
from Ms. Angelo Plasterer at the above address, 
tolephone 663.3228. 
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JIM McEWAN SELLS OUT 
'78 M0i)ELS 
1978 GMC ½ Ton Pickup 1978 Chev !/~ Ton Pickup 
350 Englne, auto trans., p.s., p.b., Stock NO. 6 cyl, 4 Sl~-~l, radio, rear I~rrlx~, guages, 
8748 Stock No. 8715 
$8278 $6478 
1978 GMC i/~ Ton Pickup 1978 Pontiac Lemans 
4 DOer, tilt ,~neel, p.s., radio, 305 engine, 
6cyl. auto ham., p.S., p.b., Stock NO. 8747 auto trans., Stock NO. 8713 
$7278 $7278 
1978 Nova 4 Door Sedan 1978 GMC V1 Ton Pickup 
3~ Engine Auto tram., p.s., radio, Stock NO. Sierra Grande, 350 engine, auto trans., 2 tone 
8746 paint, Stock No. 8708 
$6478 i $8278 
1978 GMC I/~ Ton 1978 Monte Carlo 
1978 Camaro 1978 Pontiac Phoenix 2 Door 
carmine N'~allic, tinted glass, 350 Engine, Coupe, 
~utotram., ralley ~eels, radio, Stock No. VB, auto trc~s., tilt wheel, radio, floor M76 consble, ralley wheels, Stock No. 8602 
$7578 $7978 
1978 Jimmy 4x4 1978 Chevrolet Malibu 2 Door 
Black, High back bucket seats, 350 engine, coupe 
~d. trans., radio, High Sierra, Stock No. P.S., auto tram., 305 engine, p.s, brlghl 
~672. V#leel covers, Stock NO. 8598 
$10978 $6978 
1978 Oldsmobile Delta 08 
Bright Yelow, tinted glass, 4 slxl., tilt ~heel, N~lium Camel, tinted glass, remote contrbl 
."~tom interior, Stock NO. 8667 mirror, auto trans., radio, Stock NO. e~97 
Door, H.T. 2 
$4778 $7978 
1978 OkismobJJe Omega 2 Door 1978 Monza 2 Door Towne (:oupe 
I I I P.Wbldo~s, tilt ~leel, Stereo tape player, I 1Nhite.bkle two tene, p.b., 231 V6 mglne, Autotram~,2.Slltreengine, tlltwhae~ 6cyl. auto tr~m., p.s., p.b., radio, Stock No. Stock No. 8705 . radio, Stock No. 8666 Stock No. 8585 ' 8744 
$7278 
1978 GMC !/2 Ton Pickup ' 
6cyl auto tran~, p.s., p.b., radio, Stock NO. 
8743 
$7278 
1918 GMC ¾ Ton Pickup 
~50 Engine auto tram., extra fuel t~ 
camper special, Stock NO. 8742 
$8978 
$8578 . _ . . . .  $6478 $5578 
1978 M O ~ k u p  J197 I . .  80dsmobi le Cutlass Sedan 
~ ,  p.b., 231v6 engine, autotram., : ~ . ~ - - :  ........ 
$9578 $6978 
1978 GMC ~/4 Ton Pickup 
RUS,SSt, sliding rear window, Sierra C-¢ande, 
radio, tilt vVmel, auxiliary tanks, Stock No. 
B6~ 
$8278 
1978 Chevy Mal ibu 4 Door  
P.S., p.b., auto trans., Stock No. 8703 
$7278 
'"''erl'"--*Lem'nsl"'Cu'"S'on'rou,"m 
Russet Nletellic, 305 Engine, tilt whe 2~1 drive, 305 Engine auto tram., p.s., 2008r Coupe,3n5 Englne, autotram., radio, radio, p.b., Stock No. 8656 
p.b., 2 tone paint, Stock NO. 8739 Stock No. 8"/01 
, ~ ~ m ,  $8978 $7578 
1978 Chevy Sports Van 1978 Chevrolet  V2 Ton Pickup 
12 Passenger seating, 400 Engine, auto 
trans., p.s., 2 tone paint, radio, Stock No. White, 4 slxl., 6 cyl., p.s., p.b., radio, Stock 
8/35 No. 8700 
$7978 ! 
~ m  
1978 Cadillac Seville 
HaS everything, light beige vinyl roof, 
demitasse brown paint, combination AM.FM 
8 track & CB radio, leather upholstery, Stock 
No. 8&S5 
$6478 $18978 
1978 GMC I/2 Ton Pickup 1978 Sunbird 2 Door Coupe 
6CyI., auto trans., radio, chrome grill, inside Berkshire Green, floor shift, auto tram. V~ 
hood lock, Stock NO. 86~ Eng ne, p.s., radio, Stock NO. 8647 
$si7  
1978 Chevrolet 1/2 Ton Pickup .J978 Buick Century Wagon 
Tan color, ~0odgrain siding, cruise control 
Extra fuel tank, tilt wheel, radio, Stock No'. tilt ~heel, radio, luggage rack and mora 
8695 Stock No. 8645 
58578 $8578 
1978 Chevy'Sport I/= Ton Pickup 1978 Buick Century Limited 4 Or 
Sedan 
&54 Engine, auto tram., extra tank, radio, Silver Metallic, 60.40 front seat, Riviera 2 
extra fancy, Stock No. 8694 lone, tilt wheel, radio, i0u~ guards, Stock 
NO. 8644 
$9578 $8578 
1978 Monte Carlo 1978 Oldsmobile Cutlass Wagon 
Block • Gold pin stripe, 305 engine, auto P.seats, heavy duty equip., trailer wiring, 
8692 trans., tilt v.heel, ralley ~eels,$8278 Stock No. player, heavy duty cruise cooling,control,roof Stock raCk,NO.s9578 radio,8627 tape 
1918 GM C I/~ Ton Pickup Ii 1978 Chevrolet  Impala  2 Do( 
Dark Green, locking d=ffer., 3.50 auto tram., 305 Engine, auto tram., white wall tll 
Sierra Grands, radio, extra tank, Stock No. radio, Stock NO. 8618 
8691 
$7978 $7578 
1978 AcadlaBt 4 Door Hatchback 
Brown Metallic, auto tram., bucket seats, 
Stock NO. 
$4778 
1978 Buick Electra Limited 
6040 f re t  seat, medium gresnt, vinyl roof, 
auto level o0~trel, air cond., cruise cm~trol, 
AM-FM radio, stereo, tape deck, Stock NO. 
$11978 
1978 Buick Century 2 Door Sedan 
Sliver Metallic, Red vinyl roof, tinted glass, 
3.8 IltreV6 engine, turbo chargad, Stock NO. 
8559 
$8978 
1978 Oldsmobile Cutlass 4 Door 
Sedan Brougham 
Tinted glass, air cond., tilt wheel, dstux( 
wheel covers, radlotapeplayer oomb., Stock 
No. ~ $8978 
1978 Oldsmobile Cutlass'4 Door 
Sedan Brougham 
Pastel Blue, p.b., 3(]5 engine, auto tram., till 
[wheel, radio, StOCk N0. 
1978 Chevrolet Malibu 2 Door 
Sports Coupe 
Silver/Vetalllc, V6 mglne, auto tram., radio, 
.Stock NO. 8551 
$6478 
$10978 
400 Engine, auto tram., extra tank, p.s., p.b., 
Stock NO. 8734 
• .:., .... : • $11978~ 
1978 Monza 2x2 
305 Engine, auto tram., p.s.i p.b., radio. 
Stock No. 8733 
$7578 
1978 GMC 3/~ Ton Suburban 
350 Engine, auto tram., p.S., p.b., radio, 
Stock NO. 8730 
$9978 
1978 GMC 1/2 Ton Suburban 
p.s., p.b., 350 auto tram., tilt wheel, Stock 
NO. 8729 
$9578 
1978 GMC I/= Ton Suburban 
350 Engine, auto tram., p.s., p.b., tilt wheel, 
chrome burr~0er, Stock No. 8728 
$9578 
1978 Chev I/~ Ton Pickup 
Engine, auto tram., radlo, 2 tone paint, 
Stock No. 8726 
$8578 
1978 Chevrolet  Nova 2 Door 
1978 Chevy Sports Van 
350 auto trans., p.s., radio, 2 tone paint, Stock 
NO. 8725 
$9978 
Blue.Green, 305 V8 engine, auto trans., tllt 
~heel, p.s., radio, tape player comb., Stock 
No. 8538 
$6978 
1978 Chevrolet Cavallero Sports 
Pickup 
Camel with buckskin vinyl top, air cor~., 
mnsel V8 auto trans., tilt whesl, radio, tape 
trans., radio, I~S., Stock NO. 8520 
$6478 
1978 Cheveffe 40oor Hatchbacklll 1978 GMC % Ton PickUPNo_8., 
Blue.Green Metallic, bucketseats, auto Heavy duty springs, heavy duly p.b, 
trans., white veil, Stock NO. 8617 ~uto trans., radio, guages, Stock 
$4778 
1978 GMC I/1 Ton Suburban I 1978 GMC I/2 Ton Pickup 
Loaded, has everything, trent & rear airtwhite, auto trans., 350 engine, locking dif~ 
oond., heavy trailer hitch, relley wheels, full ter., radio, rear bumper, Stock NO. 8616 
trailer ~ip., Stock No. 86~ 
$12978 $8278 
197B GMC 3/4 Ton Pickup 1978 Chevrolet  Mal lbu Station. 
wagon 
, st~e moutdmgs, 350 W engine, ~ l  S~ver N~tam~ 454 mg]~e, auto tram.,lught blue n~a.jc ' wmdgrain siding, till 
;., radio, Stock No' ~ ' I  radio, Stock No. 8687 Iwheel, 306 engine, roof rack, Stock No. 8614 
$8278 I ~278 
1978 GMC 1/1 Ton Pickup 11978 Buick Century' Stationwag 
I 
Tan and ~x~graln, cruise cmtrot, 
Buckskin color, radio,6 cyl., 3 spd., rear wheel, v.~ite~ll tires, radio, tapedack, r
bu~,  Stock No. 8686 rac:k, Stock NO. 8612 
$5778 $8578 
$7578 
1978 Chevy Malibu Wagon 
Auto tram., p.s., p.b., 
r~io, Stock NO. sT~o $7278 
1978 Chev 3/4 Ton Pickup 
P.S., p.b., 350 engine, auto trains., radio, 
Stock No. e~4 $8578 
1978 Pontiac Lemans 1978 Chevette 2 Door Hatchback 1'1978 Buick Century 2 Door Coupe 
I Medium blue N~alllc, dectrlc rear win. 
dow defrester, remote mirrors, p.S., radio, 4 DOOr, p.S., p.b., auto tram., 3~ englm, Ncdlum Green, auto trans., Stock NO. 8683 Stock No. 860~ 
radio, Stock No. 8711 i 
$7578 $4778 / $6978 
1978 Chevy Mal ibu 1978 GMC % Ton Suburban 4x4 1978 Pont iac Lemans 4 Door 
Sedan 
4 Door, flit Wr~el, 305 moIne, auto trans., Lacge fuel tank, p.s., radio, 400regina, auto i Desortl Saml.,autotram., deluxetlit st~rlr~ 
Stock No. 8716 h'am., towhcoks, locking differential, Stock ~ wl~q, p.s., radio, Stock No. 8~0 
No. 8601 
$7278 $11978 $7278 
I $7578 
:1978 Cutlass Salon Brougham 2 
Door Coupe 
Light Blue, tinted glass, Vinyl roof, 305 ~,~ 
mglne, auto tram., radio, tspe deck, Stock 
No. 8503 
$7978 
1978 Pontiac Catalina 2 Door 
Coupe 
Glacier Slue, 5.7 l itre V8 engine, auto tram., 
tilt v/t~l, radio, special alcearance stripes, 
Stock No. 8486 
$8278 
1978 Pontiac Lauentlan 2 Door 
Coupe 
Raflnum N~alllc, 53 Iltre V8 engine, auto 
trans., lilt v#~,  radio, Stock No. 8476 
$7578 
1978 Pontiac Lauentlan 4 Door 
~U~ite, 5 litre V8 mglne, pu~JY~ffton ra¢ 
deluxe wheel disks, Stock No. 8464 
$7278 
1978 Pontiac Grand Lemons 
12 Tone Brown, buckeP~ats, landau roof, 
ralley wheels, radio, tape deck, lots of ex. 
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ROD Guldry became the 
major league's first 20-gume 
winner, five-hlttlng Detroit 
Tigers in a 9.1 New York 
Yankees victory in the first 
game of a Monday American 
League doubleheader, 
Gtddry. 20-2, p~ted his 
fifth consecutive triumph 
Just five days after suffering 
a bruised ankle in Baltimore 
when hit by a bat that flew 
out of the hands of Ken 
Singleton of the Orioles. He 
struck out eight in lowering 
hia earned.run average to 
1.84. 
The Yankees broke open 
the first game with an eight- 
run seventh inning. Mickey 
Rivers had homered in the 
first and Rusty Stoub's run- 
scoring single tied the score 
in the sixth, 
Graig Nettles's triple 
sparked the Yankees big 
inning, Lou Piniella singled 
in Nettles with the tie- 
breaking run, Chris 
Chambliss had a three-run 
triple in the rally and Nettles 
finished off the scoring with 
a single to plate Clmmbliss. 
In the nlghteap, Detroit 
scored a 5-4 victory with the 
winning run tallying on an 
error by right fielder Gary 
Thomasson. 
Ron LeFlore of the Tigers 
extended his conseeutive- 
game hitting streakto 26 
games with hits in both ends 
of the doubleheader. 
Elaewhero in the, 
American League, Geoff 
Zahn's four-hitter gave 
Minnesota Twins a 2-1 vic- 
tory over Chicago White Sox, 
Four White Sox, including 
manager Larry Doby, were 
ejected by umpire Joe 
Brinkman in the sixth. 
LOSE FIRST GAME 
Seattle Mariners edged 
Milwaukee Brewers 4-3 in 
the opener of their twinbiii 
on Lee Stanton's run.scoring 
single in the ninth. Mike 
Caldwell's sixhitter add 
homers by Gorman Thomas 
and Ben Oglivie gave 
Milwaukee a 5-0 victory in 
the second game. 
In the National League, 
Philadelphia Phillies split 
with St. Louis Cardinals, 
winning the nightcap 10-2 
after dropping the opener 3. 
2. Pifisburgh Pirates Swept a . 
pair fromNew YorkMetsT-4 
and 7-0 to move to within a 
game of the first-place 
Phillies. And Chicago Cubs 
lost twice to Montreal Expos, 
5-3 and 6-5 in to innings to fall 
4½ games out. 
Ted Simmons pinch-hit a 
tworun double in the eighth 
liming of the first game, then 
scored on Tony Scott's 
sacrifice fly to give St. Louis 
its victory. 
Philadelphia took the 
second game as Mike Sch- 
midt homered and Bake 
McBride doubled, triplec 
and scored twice. 
Two-run homers by Bill 
Robinson and Ed Ott 
powered the Pirates to their 
first win, then ex.Met Jim 
Bibby three.hit New York 
and Ott drovein three rum in 
the nightcap. 
Montreal won its opener 
with Chicago on Warren 
Cromartie's two-run single 
that shortstop Ivan DeJesus 
lost in the sun. Gary Carter's 
squeeze bunt in the I0th 
scored Larry Parrish with 
the winning mn in the second 
contest. 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
AMERICAN LEAGUE 
Wk Pal'. GeL 
Boston 65 51 .625 -- 
New York 90 56 .588 5 
/Wlwaukee 79 59 ,572 7 
Baltimore 77 61 ,558 9 
Oetrolt 75 62 ,547 10t'~ 
Cleveland 59 78 ,431 27 
Toronto ~ 84 .396 31~'~ 
we~ 
KanSas City 73 61.545 - -  
Calltoml8 73 63 ,S37 1 
Texas 66 67 ,496 6V~ 
Oakland 64 73 .467 1Oh= 
Minnesota 62 76 .449 13 
Chicago 57 90 ,416 17t'~ 
Seattle 51 65 375 23 
Mondly Results 
Cleveland 5 Toronto a 
N~'tlesota 2 o~ir~go I 
B~Itlm0re 5 Boston 3 
~ I t le  4.0 Milwaukee 3,5 
New York 94 ~ t  1-S 
Sunday Results 
Calltornla 3 Toronto 1 
O~l¢~go 4 Baltimore 2 
New York 4 ~f l le  3 
11 ~1~ 6 
~lw~ee 4 Texas 3 
Kav,~ Oh' 6 Detr~t 
A,%-nes~a 11.10evelancl 3.3 
NATIONAL LEAGUE 
Wk P~. OSL 
Phllt~:lelphia 73 63 .~7 -- 
P i t~lxrgh 72 M ,52# 1 
(~tcago 69 6B ,504 4~'~ 
N~ntreal 65 73 ,471 9 
St. Louis 60 78 .435 14 
New York SS 83 .3~ 19 
Los ~etes  S~ ,~, .59~ -- 
Sa~ Francisco 90 58 ,~  2 
Cincinnati 75 62 .5~7 6~'~ 
DIeQo 71 67 .S14 11 
Houston 63 74 ,',60 1Ov: 
Atlanta 59 78 ,431 22~'~ 
Mmdly  Retults 
~ l  56 Od¢~go 35 
1~lt~3urgh L? New York 40 
~. ~lS  3.2 Philad~IIONa ~I0 
Gncinn~tl 6 Ho~S~ 43 
Sm C~e~o 8 Atlanta 
LOS Angeles 5 San Francisco 
4 
Sunday netu~ts 
Rflt~Lrgh 6 Afll'~a 3 
9. Louis 10 Oncinn~t 2 
New YorkS Los ~es  




Nobody seems to want the 
ball in this Terrace - Pri,ce 
Rupert rugby match held as 
part of therugby tournament 
Sunday. Terrace Northmen 
won out over Kitimat and 
Prince Rupert eams. Watch 
for further details in 
tomorrow's HERALD. 
TUNE.UP 
Sept. 1st • Sept 23rd 
$20" $31" $46" 
4 Cyllfl~r S cyhnder O cylinder 
/,#" Repl0ce SpaekPlugs _ ,~ 
with new Autohte plugs 
igmhon posts 
Condense~, Rotor 
with new MOtOtcf||t paris 
V ~ Adjust ". tirrti~g, carbu~elor~lxIl~llts 
l,~ Check I~slnbUtO¢ ¢1~, Cooling 
system hoses 
spark plug wires, cod, PCV 
Valve 
s,r Idler and gdsohne biter 
Includes oh Irucksandimpads. 
Speoall:)nce on cmI with eloctromc ~O nd~On ~ J 
and Econolines Tin'am Tolern F~d Sales Ltd. 
Paris and labour included. 
.o,,,.,...o Expires Sept. 33rd Dealer Ucence Nunter I~07'~A 
d ~  
(fin WE GlUE VIDUI 
... IILL THE.(0mFORTSl 
OF HOME... I 
FOR 
~A,MICROWAVE OVENS 
OTHER EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTS AVAILABLE f l  
* Amana Refrigerators 
, Gurney Ranges & Refrigerators [ J  
.k Hardwick Gas & Electric Ranges R 
, Roper Dishwashers ' !:! 
* Dacor Convertible Cooktops & Ranges H ,  
, Gaffers &Sattler Dishwashers 
, Whirlaway Disposers M 
, Homecraft Bathroom Cabinets X 
• z4- -  EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY PROTECTION Now you can go anywhere and still have those 
comforts of home. Take your vacation this year ,~ / ~ ~  
in one of our fabulous recreational vehicles. _~, , .  ~' 
"Microwave oven sales offer the most exciting and profitable'future Its the only way to gel (IYL G'~__.-~ ~ 
in the appliance industry today." 
,t ' FOR MORE INFORMATION 
' PHONE COLLECT TODAY TO 
~ ' " '  1976 DATSUN 2eoz $6896 ' BILL MAYZES OR ED VIS  604-434-0230 
I o,,,,,~,,o,~.v~,~o~.~R, .c...J 1977 MUSTANG 
........ ~] "'i.i~/- ' ' =;':'-~ "~I'!:; ~": ' : ;  : '  : ; "  " " 3 door  V6,' 4 Speed,  T ' f loo I ,  Stereo ...... ~ It,};: v :~ :~,,; ~ :'.!':'}' 
1976 KAPLUN TENT TRAILER $2496 
Fridge, Stove, Excellent condition, 
O .,s, X 3 Door Mach 1 V8 Auto Trans 
NEW ¢tO   stt PLYMOUTH VOLAIRE $6496 
ARRIVALS ~ ,Door, V8 Auto. Trans. 
DAILY 1977 DATSUN $6195 
• 300SX Sports Model,  5 Speed 
,CORDS & Sl)RUeBiES by G.W.G. and Day's 1974 DATSUN PICKUP $2296 
DUFFLE COATS Cordoroy & Wool by Croydon , ¢y'., 4 Speed 
"What A Selection Of Sport Shids By Lanoor"!! 1971 i)HEV BELAIR 
.,. 2 d . r  .rdtsp, Only 40,~ roll., V., Auto trans. $1.696 
1974 i)HEV PICKUP 30 Series $2996 
Also Big Seleotion d Tails and XXLarp Tails V84 speed 
for men- sport shirts 1976 FORD F250 CREW i)AB 
4x4 Ve Auto trans. $7196 
Big Selectio. of Holt Fill VESTS & 1977 Dodge I)lub i)ab $7695 
Multi coloured JACKETS vo 4 Speed 
1978 GMI) 3/4 TON $7496 Big selection of Down Filled JJKETS by Pioneer Air, Stereo, Deluxe Cab 
SWEATERS by Jantzen & Tundra tim 18' SANGSTER 
l l5  II.P. Merouq inboard outboard. Easy load trailer. 
Also a good selection of High Rise SLIOKS I Toilet - Depth Sounder, Oee-5ee Radio, Like new oondHion, 
r . ~G]r Tr.. e00nti I 
Ideal for theRegularYO ~er  set. / ,.  AwAr ., 
I 
Selection of Bomber & Length I.rdmIIS I G~F~~:~ --.-. :.',.-,.-,-.,. ."'°"::'n'"°" "°'"'" :'"'"°'""" ml 
• by the Finest Maker / I l I ~ l l  ~":~'";';;"ogr.'~:','i2.',::,'~,?':~,:i'."i I 
I ,::r:',:,:""""""'"'"""'"'" I 
~ ~o: 
/ ~ ~ ~  t.rrm to t.m Ford Sale, Lid, I D N'S MEN'S WEAR ,,,,, . .... 
4621 Lazelle 
Weekly . " uIO =uts ' II 
• A lightning "sleeper' on usually employing students; responsible for the quality,. • 
' "ne " " uch is labor minister, said partisan tion ~ 
. "..' use u meet of what space is read or netrate the fuels formance does nothing to policies "led to uncertainty • 
• • " •Tne  iuncuons el  UU$ eunuuq$ . " an u • 
" '~'" '  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  said that "the 
• , , , ~ . ~ , . , ~ , , . o  ~" " " " ,  • . . . . . . . . . . .  and 
' " " to 2 500 allunS Ol =mu=,.~.~. ,=~. ~,~ , . . . . . . . . .  
p . gr ' PPO " • a reduction in man days lost building a sane and decent ! f mt rs nect and clear out of the w . crews rarely share any of the Linda Goudy o S the Y • • 11" ' 
.Gr . k[nmncnseovercu government Should provide the province's  minimum II 
seholarl audience gave an 4th Century BC date for the the capital of Macedon when ,~ n n t ~. n 1 I, =, n t ,= !. ~,~;th~,,~ q o,bm, l~a= == 
p . , . ~ 
one tomb was that of Phit ip that they are royal tomba but grave 'he  uncovered  a t '  Gerard Docquier, " [!/I';| ~ ~ ] I I I  I [
II, who ruled from 359 BC to there is some slight doubt Vergina last month, in the Canadian national director 
336 BC and was the father of about heir date- i t 's  not all same mound as that of Philip 
Alexander the Great. that easy to he sure," said and likewise missed by tomb 
After the lecture, British Oxford University ar- robbers. The pictures 
archaeologist John Bryan chaeo log is t  Mar t in  showed a painted frieze of a 
WardPerkins, presiding over Roherison. chariot race, silver vases, an 
the convention of 1,000 ar- Rohertson, a leading iron and silver lamp Stand, a 
chaeologists from 40 British historian of ancient clay lamp, a silver pot 
countries, said: "These Greek art, said: "If An- holding cremated banes, leg 
really are extraordinary dis- dronikos is correct on his armor, the remains of a 
coveries, and we are dates, then it must be phtlip l : dress, and' a ~oear. ~with:a 
fpscinat~,~ ~t~~ bear there II, but it might be later,..that, .. gilded wood handle. • 
i ~" "2 .~;~; ~/~ .~ ~fi " . . . . .  " . . . .  i 
"All in the head" "1 Tar ,Sands 
MONTREAL - -  or sadness, be added. @,OSe 
People who suffer from "They aren't demanding 
types. On the contrary, they . FORT MeMURRAY, Alta. chronic pain generally have 
trouble communicating their 
true feelings. 
They tend to be hard 
workers who rarely miss a 
day of work or who keep the 
house spanking clean. But 
they can't relax. 
Th is  is the profile of an 
average chronic pain suf- 
ferer painted by three 
doctors who run separate 
pain treatment clinics in the 
United States and Canada. 
In interviews during the 
recent Second World 
Congress of Pain here, Dr. 
Richard Catchlove of 
Montreal, Dr. James Kwako 
of Wisconsin and Dr. Lorenz 
Ng of Washington, D.C.', 
agreed that almost all of 
their pain patients have psy- 
chological nd physical roots 
to their problem. 
"Five years ago, most 
doctors thought emotional 
problems were a reaction to 
the pain patients felt," 
Catchlove said. "We used to 
say, 'Well, you'd be 
depressed if you were in pain 
tOO.' 
"But now some of us 
recognize when patients 
complain of pain there is 
usually something else 
besides pain bothering 
them." 
Temporary pain is 
necessary and normal as a 
natural warning device to 
alert people• to disease or 
physical damage, the doc- 
tors said. 
But pain that perststs year 
after year despite treatment 
may mean the patient is 
unconsciously "abusing his 
body's warning system," Ng 
said. 
Chronic pain sufferers 
seem to be addicted to the 
sick role because it offers 
them an excuse to escape 
unpleasant responsibilities, 
such as a demanding job or 
an unsatisfactory marriage, 
he said. 
Catchlove said a recent 
study of 45 patients at 
Montreal's Royal Victoria 
H'-nspiinl clinic revealed only 
10 per cent had purely 
physical causes for the pain, 
20 per cent had mental 
reasons for it and 70 per cent 
had a mixture of beth. 
"Pain often serves as a 
way of expressing the inner 
difficulties that the patients 
have trouble expressing 
(verbally)," Cate~ove said: 
Chronic pain patients tena 
to be the type of peo. pie ~oh~n 
hold in their anger, lrritat 
are rather self.effacing and 
self.denying. Many have a 
perfect work history--they 
have worked for 20 years 
without missing a day's 
work." 
The housewife who suffers 
constantly from pain tends to 
work hard at keeping the 
house clean, helps others a 
lot and accepts elf-sacrifice 
without complaint, Cat- 
chlove said.. 
NOT REALLY HAPPY 
They often have long- 
lasting marriages which 
they say are happy until, 
when doctors cratch below 
the surface, they admit 
unspoken, but deep marital 
misunderstandings. 
They are locked into a pat- 
tern of behavior and they 
figure"maybe if I get sick, it 
will make things change," he 
said. 
The three pain specialists 
had slightly" different ap- 
proaches to curing the 
problem but all emphasized 
changing the Patient's 
lifestyle. 
The 12-day out-paUent pro- 
gram offered ina La Crosse, 
Wis., clinic teaches people 
how to relax their bodies 
through b io feedback  
methods and counsels them 
• on how tb resolve social 
conflicts without seeking 
refuge or attention i  illness. 
Both doctors practising in 
the U.S., Kwako and Ng, say 
most of their new patients 
are addicted to pain- 
re l iev ing  narcot i cs ,  
dispensed too freely by pre. 
vious physicians. 
In contrast o the U.S., 
drug abuse is not a problem 
for Canadian pain sufferers, 
Catchlove said. 
"There seems to be a 
greater resistance among 
Canadians to taking 
medications," he said. 
"They don't like being 
dependent on something." 
(CP)  - -  The giant• Great 
Canadian Oil Sands Ltd. 
recovery plant near this 
nor theastern  A lber ta  
community shut down early 
Monday after union workers. 
went on strike. 
The 950-member Me- 
Murray Independent Oil 
Workers Union called a 
gtrik~ effective at 12:01 a.m. 
local time Monday to support 
a demand that the company 
delay a shift change in one 
area of its operation. The 
company responded by 
locking out the union. 
There were no formal 
plans for a meeting with 
union representat ives,  
company spokesman said. 
The Canadian National 
Institute for the Blind's 
Employment Services 
Department is designed to 
broaden the base of .job 
opportunities for blind 
Canadians. In 1918 the 
number of positions open to 
the visually handicapped 
could be counted on the 
fingers of one hand. Today, 
6O years later, over 40 em- 
ployment fields have been 
opened. 
of the United Steelworkers of 
America, said federal wage 
controls presented the most 
serious setback organized 
labor has faced in many 
years. 
He said wages and benefits 
that should have gone to 
working people "ended up 
stayi.ng in the coffers of the 
corporations and were then 
paid out' as dividends to  
stockholders." 
Tom Mayo, president of 
the Newfoundland and 
Labrador Federation of 
Labor, said workers should 
prepare for cbnfrontation 
and struggle in the year 
ahead. 
"Workers and non- 
workers alike have watched 
as their incomes and savings 
are reduced and eroded as a 
result of government policies 
which have led to higher 
prices, record profits, ever- 
increasing unemployment, 
galloping inflation and 
reduced funds for education 
and other social services," 
he said. 
Clifford Piikey, president 
of the Ontario Federation of 
Labor, said 1978 will go down 
as a "year  when the cost of 
l iving rose 50 per cent more 
than the increase in average 
weekly wages." 
Ohildren's Wear 
Good selection of outerwear 
now in stock at 
DEE'S CHILDREN'S WEAR 
Sno SuNs,,,..1 pc, and 2 pc, 
Sn@ Pants,,.,Bib Front 
Coats .... Jong and duffle for girls, 
Ja©kefs..,.for boys 
Raincoats for boys and girls. 
Come and see our 
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Bakers Batter 
by Hkon Baker 
Did you hear about the in Ottawa who, a little 
worse for wear stood in front of the parliament 
buildings yelling the Government is crazy, the 
government is crazy. He was arrested for 
creating a disturbance and fined $15. He was also 
sentenced to two years improsonment under the 
National Secrets Act, for revealing government 
secrets. 
The frustrations of a newsman:l asked for and 
received a list of new teachers from a school 
board official. We printed the list axactly as it 
was received. At a school staff meeting held 
Friday one of the teachers pointed out that the 
list was not exactly accurate. The blame was 
laid at the doorstop of the paper. Come on guys, 
we can't print more accurate information than is 
supplied us. 
During the opening of the new fitness trail .in 
Kitimat Saturday lena Campagnolo tried 
desperately to shame me into jogging the first 
kilometre, but I managed to resist. I mentioned 
an old hockey injury, which was not exactly a lie. 
During one Stanley cup game between Toronto 
and Montreal, Rocket Richard scored five goals 
for Les Canadiens, the fifth in overtime. I 
jumped up in the air so high that when I landed 1 
sprained my knee, and it does sometimes till 
bother me. 
Besides, the Minister told the audience that too 
.many Canadians smoke too much, drink 
alcoholic beverages and are overweight. I didn't 
appreciate her reading my biography to a group 
of relative strangers. 
Being an old city boy CTorontoJ I must admit I
was really fascinated by the fall fair held at 
Thornhill over the weekend. I kept running into 
animals, big ones like horses and small ones like 
little wee dogs. The little dogs didn't bother me 
much, but the big horses and big dogs took me 
hack somewhat. Now I know I like animals and 
the man who wrote the hook says that if you like 
anmials they can tell and you have nothing to 
t 
! 
• Eric Lasanen receives congratulation at Kitimat 
lena Campagnolo 
may be a Minister in 
the Fedei'al govern- 
ment .  but the grand 
opening Of the Kitimat 
f i tness t ra i l  near 
Hirsch Creek" really 
be longedto  Eric 
Lasanen, president of 
the Cross Country Ski 
Club who watched over 
the project like a 
mother hen since its 
conception. Pictured 
above Mrs. Cam- 
pagnolo, Peter Jones 
and Mayor George 
Them inspect a cer- 
tificate given to Mr. 
Lasanen. Pictured to, 
right Mayor Them 
presents the certificate 
and adds his personal 
Soviets break up U.S. demonstration 
• MOSCOW {APJ -- Soviet League, t)ut that Keo and scattered them. 
police broke up a disar- 
mament demonstration by 
seven U,S. tourists in Red 
Square on Monday and 
briefly detained 13 
Westerners, including four of 
the' protesters, two U,S. 
correspondents and a 
cameraman covering the 
story. 
Members of the same dis- 
armanent group, the War 
Resisters' League, staged an 
almost s imultaneous 
demonstration on the White 
Rouse lawn in Washington. 
Eleven persons were 
arrested there and charged 
with unlawful entry and not 
moving when asked to. 
Authorities told the 
protesters and correspon- 
dents they have nothing 
against the War Resisters'. 
Square--m the shadow of the 
Kremlin--is no place for 
demonstrations. 
No further action was 
taken against any of those 
detained in the Soviet 
capital. 
The Moscow group, 
~isiting the city on two-week 
tourist visas, unfurled a red. 
and-white banner in the 
centre of brickpaved square, 
Printed in Russian it read: 
, ,D isarmament  now, 
U.S,S.R. and U,S." 
They also handed out 
leaflets in Russian that 
protested nuclear weapons. 
Several members of, the 
group yelled "P.eace" and 
"Friendship" to the crowd 
that had gathered as poJice 
moved in, ripped down the 
banner, tore up the leaflets 
AboUt a dozen police of-. 
fleers, some uniformed and 
• some in plainclothes, pushed 
and shoved the demon- 
strators before dragging 
four of them off to a nearby 
• Par, • 
They also detained six 
British tourists from Kent, 
England, who had picked up 
the leaflets, 
Also seized were Charles 
Brierhauer of ARC News, 
Jim Gallagher of the 
Chicago Tribune and Kurt 
Haefle; a West German 
cameraman for CBS News. 
The league is a 50-year-old 
pacifist organization that 
was particularly active 
during U.S. involvement in 
the Vietnam war, Now it 




Watch the Grand I~pening on 
New Location 
at 4643 PARK AVENUE 
round the end el September. 
Thank you for your patronage. 
fear from the. I'm just a little concerned that congratulations to Mr. 
perhaps the animals had not read the book. Lasanen. : ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - 
Save A Bundle Sal , ".' 
Oth to October 14th, 1978 . . . .  ~: ;~: ' :~°  - . . . .  . . . .  ~ '~ '  . . . . .  ~ '  SEPTEMBER 1 . . . .  ~ . . . .  
SAVE 20% on Refrigerators 
EXAMPLE 
is your presen.t' refrigerator trio old or 
too,mall? Our sale prices are small but 14cu,  ft 
values are BIG. Choose an lnglis or ADMIRAL 





SAVE 20% on Inglis or 
Admiral Washers and DrYers 
Your  washdays can he a joy with a 
handsome pair like this. Your choice of 
contemporary colors. Dryers available 
for use  with gas or electricity~ 
Replarly S364,00 




LIBERATOR Save $203,00 
WASHER 
Now $412.00 
SAVE 20% on Ranges 
Your cooking is marl(, easier with a new 
feature-filled gas or electri{' rang{:. 
Many models have s(:lf-(:h!aning or 
continuous-clean ovens. Your choice of 
white, harvest gold, almond, or awx'.ado. 
Matching dishwashers and 
refrigerators availabh:, too. 
30" ELECTRIC Regularly $809.00 
Save $101~0 
Now $407.20 
COLOUR $12.00 EXgIA 
SAVE 20% on Dishwashers 
Ohoioe of Inglis or Admiral 
A fully automatic dishwasher will save 
tim{, and energy  in your home. Your 
choit 'e  of lnglis or Admiral in four 
sp(.('ial ('olors. 
All Camping 6ear & Outdoor Equipment* Water 





25 IMP. GALLON 
G.S.W. 
Replady $146.60 
Save $ 29.30 
$117,20 
R'V  ,x.. ,.r,,=oo EXAMPLE Regularly $495.00 Save $100.00 
• 3,6 eu. ft. Save S n= Super Savings on Interoity 1see n.T.U. Furnace Now $305,00 
Appli .0...,0 ,ow..OO Furnaces and Unut Heaters 1100,000 '.T,U. Roplady$46H,00 anoes , ,= . , ,  HEATER Save $100oH 
Haw $369.00 
l i i l  i I 
Space Heaters 
- All - 20% OF, 
Barbecues 
Real Deautie$ The 6 - 1000 
Replady $385.00 





nn , ram- an 635-2920 
Udor tin Umpmnt 
' Oom and Meat 
Start |e~under  
ALL ELEGTRIGAL II~LIANGES , 
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l)arter role important Capital of Macedonia 
during Mid East talks may have been found I I  LONDON (Router) --  The slides. 
lost capital of the ancient He showed evidence that 
U.S. officials, stressing the 
unpredictability of the talks 
at Carter's retreat in Camp 
David, Md., say the 
American hope is for a fresh 
set of instructions for the 
Israeli and Egyptian peace 
negotiators based on nar- 
rowing differences at the 
meetings. 
Instead of trying to draw 
up a peace treaty, the U.S. 
expects .to discuss a 
framework and principles 
for further talks. 
By emphasizing this 
modest type of goal, the U.S. 
WASHINGTON (CP) - -  
Just as it was last Novem- 
ber, world hope for Middle 
East peace is focused on a 
historic meeting between 
Israeli Prime Ministe~ 
Menachem Begin and 
Egyptian President Anwar 
Sadat. 
This time, however, the 
expectations, prospects and 
tone of themeeting are 
considerably different as 
U.S, President Carter takes 
on the crucial role "of trying 
to bridge the gaps between 
the long-time adversaries. 
School Calendar 
SCHOOL CALENDAR FOR 1978-79 SCHOOL 
. YEAR 
By Joyee Krause - Trustee, District No. 88 
Under the authority of Section 17 of the Public 
Schools Act Regulations, the Minister of 
Education has ordered that the School Calendar 
for the school year 1978-79 shaB be as follows: - 
Teachers and pupils return.- Tuesday Sept. 
5oh. 
Thanksgiving Day (school holiday) - Oct. 9th. 
Schools dose for Christmas Vacation - Friday, 
Dec. 15. 
.Christmas Vacation (including Christmas, 
Boxing Day, New Year's Day) - Mon. Dec. 18 - 
Mon. Jan. 1st. 
School re-opens -Tues .  Jan. 2nd. 
Schools close for Spring Vacation - Friday, 
March 23rd. 
Spring Vacation - March 26th - 30oh. 
Good Friday (school holiday) - April 13th. 
Easter Monday (school holiday) - April 16th. 
Victoria Day (school holiday) - May 1st. ' 
School Year Ends - Friday, June 29th. 
• (Pupils are not required to attend on the 29th. 
This day is set aside for year-end ad- 
ministration.) 
strategy appears to be to 
lower expectations of the 
outcome so that anything 
short of a breakthrough will 
be regarded as at least a 
partial success, thus keeping 
• alive some hope of an 
ultimate settlement, 
TALKS STALLED' 
In the nine months since 
Sadat's startling trip to 
Israel, hopes have dimm~ 
as the optimism for a spced~, 
settlement • raised by the 
Egyptian.'leader's visit to 
Jerusalem became l;eplaced 
by the hard realities of 
bargaining. 
Still unresolved are what 
the U.S. sees as the major 
issues in the dispute: Israeli 
withdrawal from Arab 
territories accompanied by 
guarantees o f• I s rae l ' s  
security, Arab recognition of 
Israel as a legitimate ntity 
in the Middle East and a 
solution to the Palestinlan 
problem. 
Success at Camp David 
will require both sides 
makii~g significant com- 
promises on some of'these 
issues, possibly on the key 
point of Israeli withdrawal 
from some occupied land. 
The  U.S. role becomes 
critical in the "framlng, 
lobbying and perhaps the 
guaranteeing of those 
compromises, observers 
say. 
Carter, after hearing both 
sides in what could be 
separate meetings with each 
leader, is to put forth his own 
suggestions about what 
, should be done, U.S. ad- 
ministration officials say. 
IDEAS UNCLEAR 
What those suggestions 
will be remains unclear. 
The. Washington Post, 
however, predicts that 
Carter "almost certainly 
will" offer to become the 
Beady for competition at 8Oh Annual Fall Fair. 
Three area youngsters discuss their pla.ns for competition In the figure eight 
horse race at  the 8oh annual fall fair held over the weekend at Lion's Park in 
'rhornhill. Pictured above left to right are Bob Brophy. aged 16, Trina Bishop, 
aged 13 and Jamie Bartley aged 10. Complete results of the fair will be carried in 
Wednesday's edition of the Herald, 
Parti Quebeoois heads 
unsure of proceedings' 
CALCUTTA (Reuter) -- 
Officials in West Bengal 
scaled down to hundreds 
Monday the number of 
people feared dead in 
monsoon floods that have 
struck 'the eastern Indian 
state. 
Meanwhile, about 200,000 
people were evacuated from 
• around the Indian capital of 
New Delhi as the Jamuna 
River rose dangerously. 
West Bengal Chief 
vain against the swirling 
muddy floodwaters to reach- 
other desperate villagers 
waving for help from roof. 
tops of submerged houses. 
Sunday night, rescue 
teams were confronted by 
angry demonstrators from 
villages protesting the 
inadequacy of relief op- 
erations. 
Basu appealed for 
generous help with flood 
relief materials. He told 
that all four bridges over the 
Jamuna would be closed for 
48 hours from midnight 
Monday. night as a 
precuat ionary measure 
because of the danger of 
damage from the rushing 
waters. 
The flooded Jamuna 
already has caused ex- 
tonsive damage in neigh- 
boring Haryana state. The 
state's chief minister, Devi 
Lal, said after flying over 
kingdom of Macedonia, the third tomb could be, like ~'~ 
which built up a vast empire the two others, a royal one, " i,~ 
in throe continents 23 ten- though not necessarily a , .... 
turies ago, may have been king's, and added: "If so we 
discovered in northern have three royal tombs, and ~.~i 
Greece, an eminent Greek it is the royal Cemetery of 
archeologist aid today. Macedon, and it was tile i 
Prof. Manolis Ar~dronikos capital of Macedon." ':~ 
of Thessalonika University Under the reign of Philip ,{ 
disclosed his find, made last II, from 359 to 336 BC, ~ 
month, to a about 1,000 e.x- i: .; 
ports from around the world Macedonia grew in im- .~ ~. 
portsnce, to reach its climax ., 
at the start here of the llth under Alexander the Great. 
International Congress of 
Classical Archeology. 
Andronikos aid fresh evi- 
dence shows that Aeges, the 
old capital of Macedon, was 
at modern Vergina, where 
three tombs have been 
unearthed from a bare, 
brown hill by a team led by 
him, 
The professor laid bare the 
third tomb only last month 
and had been keeping the 
archeologicai world on 
At Alexander's death, the 
Macedonian empire em- 
braced Greece, Thrace, Asia 
Minor, Syria, Egypt, 
Babylon, Assyria, part of 
modern lran, Afghanistan, 
Baluchistan and Central 
Asia. 
The newly.discovered 
tomb is about six metres 
from Philip's and. has con- 
vinced the professor that 
tenterhooks by making a Vergina was the burial 
closely-guarded secret of ground of the Macedonian 
what he found inside- until kings, who drew their wealth 
today, when he revealed all from silver mines and the 
in a lecture illustrated by conquest of classieai Greece. 
I 
- FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINEII~ 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, Investigate the advantages of this mS- 
to.own plan, All manlns paid apply to purchase. VIthy 
tla up your cash or borrowing posen'. 1st and lasl 
months rent and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
_1 
78 F 250 pickup 
$148.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,175.00 
am. simply return 
"/8 Camaro HT 
8139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,025.00 
or si=mp=ly retu=rn 
70 Fiesta 3 dr. 
$99.00 per month 
lease end price 
81400.00 
I 
711 Ecomllne Van 
$136.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,975.~ 
or simply return 
7e Zephyr Sedan 
$124.00 per month 
h~se end price 
$1,825.00 
or simply, return, 
76 FISO 4 x 4 
SlSS.O0 per month 
lease end price 
$2,275.00 
78 C IN  Cltev .1~ 
$129.Q@ per month 
lease end price 
$1,178.00 
or simply return 
S129.0Q per month 
les~ end Prke 
S1,075.00 
or simply return 
S139.00 per month 
lease end price 
S2,025.00 
, guarantor for Israel of an 
Egyptian promise to respect 
The Calendar, as forecast, issubject to change Israel's security needs and 
• under special circumstances such 'as the the guarantor for Egypt of 
declaration of a public holiday by the Lieutenant an Israeli promise to with- 
- Governor in Council. 
The School Calendar presently in effect 
recognizes the desirability of having the spring 
vacation occur close to the end of March. In a 
move to comply as much as possible with this • 
:.~ principle, and also to eliminate problems tSat 
have arisen in connection with the present 
calendar, a decision has been made by the 
Minister of Education that, commencing with 
the 1979-80 school year, the spring vacation will 
always contain Good Friday and Easter Mon- 
day. However, when these days occur in March, 
the vacation will begin on Good Friday; when 
these days occur in April, the vacation will end 
on Easter Monday. To eliminate doubt con- 
cerning the dates involved, the Calendars 
planned for the next four years have been 
written and the information is available from the 
principal of the school your child is attending. 
Minister Jyoti Basu said the 
weekend flooding which 
swept away dozens of 
villages was one of the 
gravest disasters to hit the 
draw to agreed frontiers, disaster-prone state. 
"Uncertain as such a He said hundreds are 
guarantor's role must be, it feared rowned but it is too 
is •almost impossible to early to give any specific 
imagine progress toward toll. However, newspaper 
peace if the United States is reports of 15,000 dead are not 
not prepared to step into it." correct, he said. " 
,Administration-,. officials .*.~More- than*'two million 
continue to downplay such people were driven from 
suggesUons, inmisting there ~ th~ir..,homes a  floodwaters 
is no American plan for up to 31~ metres deep 
peace. They add, however, inundated an area of 1,000 
that if both Sadat and Begin 
think it would be helpful to 
discuss outside guarantees, 
Carter would consider 
discussing the idea. 
About the only certainty in 
the Camp David meeting is 
that they will be carried out 
under an almost complete 
news blackout, hus allowing 
the leaders to discuss ideas 
freely without worry about 
how the people at home are 
receiving them. 
square kilometres south and 
west of Calcutt a , the state 
capital. 
AIRCRAFT IN RESCUE 
Rescue he l i copters  
plucked ,dozens of stranded 
survivors from rooftops and 
trees and planes dropped 
food to marooned villages. 
One pilot said he rescued 16 
people from one tree. 
Rubber boats battled in 
reporters at least 25,000 
people were rescued in com- 
bined military and police 
operations in the districts of 
Midnapore, east of Calcutta, 
and neighboring Hooghly 
and Bankura. 
Some of the heaviest rains 
in memory have deluged 
northern India in the last few 
floodstricken areas that it is 
. difficult o estimate the loss 
of life and property. 
He said the floods along 
the Jamuna, Markanda and 
Tangri rivers were the worst 
this century with some 
villages under four metres of 
water. 
Humber of deaths 
days and also brought the 
grim flood threat to New ~-=*mm J ' 
'-Delhi: . . . . . . . . .  UAII sav$'  ATOMY ON JOB ~ • 
• : The army helped evactmte:? ~.,~d ~,/i-n =m 
about 200,000 people from | n ~ ~  uo  
villages and resettlement =. .=.w . . . . .  w r ,  
colonies around the national 
capital as the fast-flowing GENEVA (AP) --  The 
Jamuoa River continued to world's largest rade orga n- 
rise. Fourteen villages in the ization told Western govern- , 
northwest of the greater meats Monday that fighting 
Delhi area have been inflation is urgent and the 
inundated by the rising key" to restoring in- 
waters which have entered ternational monetary and 
25 other villages and the economic stability, 
outskirts of severalsouthern The 84-country General 
suburbs. Agreement on Tariffs and 
City authorities announced Trade (GATTi said in its 
latest report on international 
trade; "Postponing the price 
stabilization efforts only 
shifts into the future a cost 
Following seizure reduced in Calcutta oneWhiche°ntinuest°gr°w a n d d a y  must become in- 
U.S. goes home supportable." o r e w  QUEBEC (CP) -  A has untilnextJulytoholda GATT members account 
feeling of nervousness is federal election, for more than four-fifths of 
• gripping inner circles of the world trade. 
YARMOUTH, N.S,(CP) -- out of Canadian waters but 
Crew members of a United the authorities had refrained 
States lobster beat were from seizing catches until 
allowed to return home the weekend incident. 
during the weekend The only other seizure oc- 
following the first seizure of currod on the West Coast on 
a U.S. fishing vessel by Aug. 21, when U.S. 
Canadian authorities since a authorities seized a 
fisheries dispute between the Canadian gillnetter with 
two countries erupted earlier about 35 salmon aboard 
about ,0oo yards within U.S. 
waters near Port Angeles, 
Wash., on the Olympic 
peninsula. 
Criminal charges of 
illegally fishing in U.S. 
Parti Quebecois.concerning 
the precise definition of 
sovereignty-association as 
the party prepares trategy 
for the promised referen- 
dum. 
"Noone knows how we will 
waters were dropped when proceed," says Pierre 
the Canadian skipper, Renaud, who as executive 
Joseph Negero, agreed to committee chairman runs 
pay a $1,000 civil fine. the party on a day-to-day 
this summer. 
No charges have been laid 
yet but the lobster boat and 
its catch were held. 
The spot where the U.S. 
boat was detained is within 
waters claimed by both 
Canada nd the U.S. in their 
current offshore boundaries 
Unlucky drop 
DERRY, Pa. (AP) - -  A whirling blade fell to the 
he l i copter  d ropp ing  ground. 
pingpong balls with prize Although police first said it 
numbers crashed into a appeared the pilot struck a 
crowd at a Laber Day church utility pole on an approach 
that was toe low, an in- 
vestigator for the U.S. 
Federal Aviation Ad- 
ministration said engine 
trouble might have been the 
cause of the crash. 
An official said the blade 
tips of the three-seat 
delicopter, a Hughes 269--C, 
.were travelling at 350 to 400 
mph. 
The helicopter was hired to 
drop pingpong balls with 
numbers worth prizes into 
the crowd 
dispute. 
GlenSmith, area manager festival, killing seven per- 
for the federal fisheries sons, officials said. At least 
department, sa~d the lobster 
boat, with 80 lobster traps 
and an undetermined 
amount of lobsters aboard, 
was seized off southwestern 
Nova Scotia by the patrol 
boat Cygnus and towed to 
port Saturday. 
The seizure occurred while 
the Cyguus was on routine 
patrol in Canadian waters in 
the Gulf of Maine. 
BUOYS SPOTTED 
The Cygnus spotted some 
buoys, found them to he 
marking lobster traps, then 
waited until a vessel came to 
haul them. A fisheries of, 
ficial said crew members on 
the U.S. vessel were co- 
operative when arrested. 
The dispute peaked June 4 
when the two countries us-- 
pended their reciprocal •
agreement allowing each 
other's fishermen to fish in 
disputed waters. 
It was the first seizure by 
either country on the East 
Coast since then. 
Some U.S. boats fishing off 
the East and West Coasts 
have been warned by 
t*anadlan authorities to stay 
19 persons were reported 
injured. 
Officials rsaid about 500 
people were gathered for the 
festival when the helicopter 
plunged into a concession 
stand in the parking lot at St. 
Joseph's Catholic Church in 
this Westmoreland County 
borough, about 80 kilometres 
east of Pittsburgh. 
Eyewitnesses described a 
scene of blood and severed 
bodies after the craft and its 
THE B.C. ARTHRITIS TEAM 
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basis while PQ president 
Rene Levesque attends to 
other business as premier of 
Quebec. 
'*And •there is good 
reason," he adds. "We 
haven't decided." 
Renaud said that PQ 
organizers, who are gearing 
up for the referendum on 
Quebec's future relations 
with Canada, are wondering 
what the party plans to offer 
Quebec voters. 
"It's not a crisis, it's a ma- 
laise," he said, describing 
this condition as a feeling 
that "it's time to clarify 
things." 
Added to this. some party 
members feef federalism 
will have the edge going into 
the eampoign--a sentiment 
Renaud hastens to note he 
does not share-and others 
fear the government will 
adopt awatereddown stance. 
The Parti Quebecois 
program sets attainment of 
political sovereignty for 
Quebec, combined with an 
economic association with 
the rest of Canada as its 
goal. However, the specifics 
have never been spelled out. 
IIATE NOT SET 
Nor has a date been set, al- 
though Premier Levesque 
has promised to hold the vote 
in his eurre,t term which 
could run •until November. 
1981, and has said the party 
will define sovereignty- 
association after the federal 
election. 
Prime Minister 'l'rudeau 
Levesque wants to hold off 
on the specifics of the option, 
aware that national unity is 
Trudeau's trong suit. The 
Continuing inflation can 
only lead to further unem- 
ployment and protoctjonlsm 
.or simply return I or simply return I or simply return 
) FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
I CA~LL LARRY HAYES - R ICHARDS 
• ~ , . COLLECT 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1148 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.ON79A 




CLOSE D Reservations 
236 CITY OTR. SUN. 632-3636 
PQ doesn't want to give the 
federal Liberals a victory at 
their expense. 
A definition of sovereignty- 
association would g ive  
Trudeau a target to pick 
away at, avoiding debate on 
the state of the economy. 
Meanwhile, within the 
party, concern that the PQ 
government'will betray the 
dream of an independent 
Quebec and seek a mandate 
to re-negotiate he existing 
federal links, has focused on 
Claude Moran. 
'Moran, minister of inter- 
governmental ffairs in the 
Levesque government, 
originated the referendum 
idea which was adopted as 
party policy in, 1974. 
This tactical change was 
and nourish the growing 
deterioration of in- 
te rnat iona l  economic  
relations, the report said. 
It called on governments 
of major powers to give 
credible commitment to 
restore price stability at a 
steady, pre-announced pace 
over the next few years, to 
reduce economic un- 
certainty and strengthen 
business investment. 
The GATT report said it is 
presumably the uncertainty 
about short-term con- 
sequences of a more resolute 
stabilization policy that 
accounted for its absence 
and for the continuation, in
some cases even re- 
acceleration, of inflation in 
the West. 






Reservations at the Tudor up until $ p.m. 
WED.-SUN. 
§ a ,m, - I  a ,m,  
146 Oily Cir. 632-729 
credited In part with giving .. . . . . . . .  . .:.:..:.:.:.:.;.;.;.;,;...,....,.......;.;.;,;.;.;...;. , ;,;. ;.:,;. .;.;.  ; ;.;.;.;.:.:.;.:. , :.:.:.;.:.:.:.:.:. :.:.:.:. ;.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.; .;. ~......,.........,...........:...:.:.:. 
the Parti Quehecois its 1976 l . . . . . . .  ~ - e w - ~ - U  S i n - e s  S el ction win, as voter  wary 
of independence but fed up 
with the Liberal regime of 
Robert Bourassa voted PQ, !i ~ . ~  ~ Not Isled confident they could vote I In  our  
against independence later 
in the referendum. / ! ~  B 0 Tel Directory Now there is fear among • I I 
some Pequistes that Morin, 
heeding polls which show i i i~ /~J '  AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL -,3,-2040 
more support for re- i l I . ,~  ~ l . ' : ' j , ,  DIAL-AN-ORDER 632-3683 
negotiating the federal pact 
than for sovereignty- iiii d r ' -~  TERRACE VETERINARY CEN1 KE 635.3300 
association, is about to sell 
them out to win the-referen- 
dum. 
A recent interview with 
Morin in the llalifax 
Chroniele-ilcrald quoted him 
suggesting a joint 
parllamenl could be 
established between an 
independeol Quebec and 
Canada. 
Fur party mend)ers dis- 
trustful of Morin this seemed 
to confirm their fears, he is 
planning ta offer them :i 
re.iigged form of federalism. 
We're 
Listed 
SKOGLUNO HOTSPRINGS 798-2221 
eLI'S PLACE -'798-2231 
PETS BEAUTIFUL. 635-9251 
Here/  o  ,Free" for ONE month courtesy of T H H E R A L D  
If you wish your Business Phone 6 3 5  6 3 5 7  
listed for your customers please call i 
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qF OAV[ BERRY , 
decorated rooms in homes 
~day. There are ~vera 
for this. Let s say 
you have an older home and 
are in the process of 
~xovatln~ it. Although mmt 
people wont to live with 
original moldings or brick brat Iotas and spend hours. 
them back to meu" 
original look, few are 
cp ared to live with old hioned plumbing, ap- 
l~iances or linoleum, and 
thus kitchmm and bathrooms 
are often top pr ior i ty in  
terms of mndernizatio~ 
In new homes or apart- 
mints, the chslle,~e is to 
have a kitchen and, to a 
l lxer  degree, a hath~com 
that lives up to your lifestyle. 
The open kitchen plan is 
becoming more popular. 
Thla makes the kitchen the 
center d activity and a place 
where guests are often in- 
~vited to participate in meal 
weparatien orsimply sit an md 
:dmt. Sometimes, too, it can • 
be viewed from living or 
room. It has to be 
inviting. Many bathrooms 
ire built enauite, children 
a~ten have their own, and 
Ix~vder teems abound. 
• It's not surprising that 
wa l l cove~ have become 
~M~ Ibm', one decorating 
to01 for these rooms. Mary 
Prud'homme,  Inter ior  
l)mign and Color Consultant 
for S~mw~rt~ 
Wal lcover~,  nays, "Not oI~ydo Wallcoveringn offer 
all the decorative ao- 




































The wa . . . . . . . . . . .  - - 
have color and pattern c0- 
' o rd inated  compan ion  
designs which lend them- 
selves particularly well to 
kitchens and en-suite 
bathrooms. A delightful 
example from Sunworthy's 
new Kitchens.& Bathrooms 
Collection is a very hand- 
some duo. "Bamboo Gar- 
den" and "Garden Lattice" - 
a 
This handsome duo o f  co.ordinated 
wallcoverings "Bamboo Garden" and "Garden 
Lattice" is the ideal combination for a master 
bamboo plan and a lattice "Healthy Harvest" and a co- 
design - which comes in a ordinated plaid; would give a 
sophist icated two-tom lift to any kitchen. The plaid 
brown-white combination, can be used to face cup- 
ideal for a master bathroom, boards or used in an eating 
A delightful contemporary alcove or family area. 
stripe featuring the vegetable design in a stripe, Wallcoverings such as the 
6324426 • 
OFFICIAL ILOCKIROS.ASSOCIATE DEALERS ~Q 
W KITIMAT w 
g 58 Oriole - $48,000 g 
: " 34Bayer-S46,000 : 
13 Bayer - 845,000 
g 3~ Acres on Lakelse Lake g 
: , 819,500 : 
• 87 Currie - 870,000 
: 1727 Gyfaleon IMLS)- 830,500 : 
58 Clifford - 858,000 
3o   .dor.,3o,ooo | 
Why not call us today 
: for your free appraisel : 
• LOT SILES - DEVELOPMENT I 
: I I l l t I I  WlllE REFERRAL SERVIOE 
• iIRTUIES & BERTKS • 4k 
bedroom. The pre-asted, fully scrubhable and ~ We' re  Number  3, we try harder  3 
dr~-strippable wallcoverings are from the 
Sunworthy Kitchens & Bathrooms Collection. Oooooooooooooooooo0 l 
new Sunworthy Collection 
for Kitchens & Bathrooms 
are pre-pasted so that they 
are a simnle do-it.yourself 
project. 
I • 
I _ __  • 
SOUTH KALUM STREET ALL REASONABLE~ 
WELL KEPT DUPLEX Low priced 3 bedroom OFFERS WILL BED 
ON HEMLOCK 3bedrooms family home, over 1,000sq. CONSIDERED ON THISB 
[] in each, paved street, ft., nice kitchen-nook with ESTATE LIKE HOMED 
[]basement has separate auto laundry hookups, Situated on 5 acres lust • 
[]entrance, double windows, carpet in living room. north of Terrace. Asklngmm 
[]oll  heated, living and Home is being renovated price of $65,000 Is a glve~ 
[]dlnina rooms In each, and Is presently vacant, away. price at todays l  
-"worth-looking at, asking Goedflnanclngavallableat building costs. View by I I  
• i~5,000: MLS. $26,000. MLS. appointment only. MLS. I 
RURAL ACREAGE 6.22 
acres, wooded, rolling 
parcel in residential 
subdivision with restric- 
tions. Approximately 4 
miles from town. Asking 
$20,000 MLS. 
- - -  3 RES IDENCE ANOn 
[] OLD HOME . . . . . .  • Just waltl--ng " , oeorooms, easement extra_ 
III Lake Road 716 rd r m m for a loving family. Call us . . " . Do s, lovely living area 
I! . . . . . . .  Fro,age on pavement, with fireplace, kitchen and I  to vlew MLS . . . . . . .  m [] • " subdlvlslon potential, bar, ful l  bathroom, newI  
I - . .  Newly decorated. 2 6,000 watt diesel pewer i  
,BUILDING LOThAs.xing .ee.oro.omsollonome, p.!usa plant, large sundeck,• 
[]S14,000 on 07'x1M, lOT on I oeoroom ux~z Trailer. completely modern for m 
[]Halllwell Ave, us'in good Excellent spring fed well, veer round t , , ,  . . . . .  ,m 
[]residential area, some some appliances, oey the nicest lak ,~ rMi,~n~,, i 
"trees, Ideal for your new shack, storage bullding and Some furn i ture" , ' , ; "be I 
home, Open to offers, chicken house. All for only included Own wharf is • 
; Excl. $40,000. MLS. Included'for asking price of I 
[] $60,000. Open to offers m 
[] REVENUE PROPERTY Ask us about our ether ' • 
[] Reduced again to $65,000. highway acreages and B.U S I N E S S O P .•  
m I Over 1 acre Paquetle close huikling tefs in and around PORTUNITY. First ra te .  m 
m-to Clarke, 4 lei'ge units, 2 Terrace, you may he constantly expanding~ 
:and  3 bedroom suites, two mill ing oomelhlng in your Singer Franchise & Fabr lc i  
~well  built preml.ses, good search. Store for sale. A real op . i  
J occupan~:yhlstory will pay portunity for a man andS 
pu.e:T-"-" a ,u  ,~u. . , ,  ~,,; , .  -..o .-...-..... : - ; - . :_:=.~.;; , ; . -¥.~-;~;-: .  -~ ;;~h , Wallcovering is , fo r  itself Ranges and INDUSTRIAL LOTS ON wifeteam, showinna*,ood i 
I_frldges included. Was OREIO 4.33' corner lots, return on Inves;'m~;. • 
prepasted, scrubbable and dry strippable, from the Sunvinyl I .  S?5,000. Owner moved and excellent for Investment or Located In leased premises "• 
m is anxious. Make your business building. Will sell at an excellent location in • 
Col lection. , , m offers. MLS. all four for $4S,000 or may downtown Terrace. Total • 
..,~ You don t have to be on prove the patio s airy atmo- i sell two for $25,000. MLS. price about S100,000 In. I 
/ '~ l  i - rg -~ J '~f '~r~ I I I / I I~  I / "~ i, ';".~' the outs with elegance just sphere and look delightfully 
!~ , f /  because you're d in  i ng lightweight. ~ [ ] l  BEDROOM BUNGALOW Ask for further details, eluding stock of ap-• 
: UU IL )UUI< L J  o.tdoor.. Window boxesof acrylic [ ]w i th  f ree -s tand lng  • . proximately ,80,000. • 
.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  enhance If lreplace on large corner HWY. l& NEAR CLARKE Listed MLS. • 
bt ~**.~uaw~ . . . .  a M,u^"4 ,.,,a=~y~' . . . .  Present-day patios are as can be used to m--lotONLYS26,$g0. Callusto .719 acre commercial 163' HIGH RATIOFINANCING• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  d well-planned as any other the outdoors when the iv lew.  Exclusive. hw. frontage, with 2 room 4641 Goulet Clean 3 i 
l ining room with flreplac part of the house--but with weather's warm and brought 
Ihls glass doors on to the I a breezy style all their own; in to beautify the rest of the i office bulldingsl plus car bedroom, i~"""-J..-,,,-.=u v°riL-• , 
Ibaloony and looks over an I To set up an outdoor  house when the cold comes.. I IA  LOG HOUSE would look rental bu hess: plus car electric heat, living roomS 
supper, you might start, with A portable bar/serving Ioood on this 4.22 ACRES salesassignmenlr unnsprlre has wall to 
Is'closed garde, Up to Mr. I a sleek set of brunch table, cart For indoor and outdoor Io - l i  WOODLAND PARK stock and office equipment separate la:n~lr,car-p~-!': 
IEIleabath. Dining room I chairs and tea table in use makes serving nester iOR iVE  PRICED AT all Included. Ask for $26,500 (:~n t,,~,,'--':~'• 
Iwlth oak flooring provides; the Marrakesh style From and easier, and when the B II0,~M. MLS. further details. MLS. ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
Itha view of Clague I Tropitone that combines cart's acrylic, keeping it I ~ ' • 
IMountaln. All this In a well I the mystery of the past with clean can be breezier.bowls I I  A.E. Limited' Coast -~  Coast Real • 
lconstructlon home at I the ,ita.ty oF today's good Acrylic serving I LePage ~ Estate Service ' u 
To many, the table tops shatter if they fall oflto a I ' ' • 
are the real hit of this suite, hard patio floor, i m " ! '  I P  J r  , -~  ~ , I  EVEIIMS | 
They look l ike elegant An elegant dining set and I~ i l  I ' a l~  I~  im~l l  ,~1) ~ l k l  HelenGllbartson Harry Smith: hammered glass, but they're a patio set with sophistica- 
rea l ly  o f  acryl ic cast teen could help make your I v ,~r  ~ V ~ r  U I  635.3609 635.2826 • 
Acry.te°sheet  V,RO next outdoor p.,ty and out i 
. . . . . . . .  INDUSTRieS with 15 to 20 and-out success. B mUD* Stan Parker Jim Duffy i~ ld l  d l  
635 4031 635 6688 I times the impact strength of rorafreebooklet," l iow ~ ~ |  UKI~I  ~l~ "
hammered g ass To Care For Furniture of [ ]  I 
Other ways to pretty up Acry l i te  acrylic sheet, • ' Bob Rlpmeesler • 
CHARM ° f°utd°° r  dini'n'g¢-a-n'h"ave"-a't°uc" I re ,oPt  awIu la l ; r ,  l lU l . l , t l l . , u~, ,  your  patio include elegant, write to -an Av ueo,C'Y/ItOelN~U~" I I  ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER L IST INGS. '  ¢152832 . I /  
i33°  CITy C E N T R E ' /  KrrlMA1r...c. Ii of DISCREETclass when the tables s ppe . Y . . . . . .  up-to-the-minute acrylic TRIES, Uerua .., p . ~ " I /  
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
dotermine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edih classify 
or relect any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald BOx 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
BOx replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement wi l l  ha 
destroyed unless mail ing 
instructions are.received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements, must be  
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertiser requesting space 
that the Ilab!llty of the 
Herald In the event of fellure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing in the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad. 
vertlser for only one in- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupled by the In- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
verftslng that discriminates 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 par 
Insertion, over 20 words S 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In. 
sertlons $1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pickup. 
$1.25 malled~. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 




22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge S5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per |lne per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY~ 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to, 
pobllcatlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prioi" 
publication day. 
LONG TERM CARE The Terrace Art Association 'Office at No.205-4721 L.~zelle is holding picture loan on Ave. Tel 635.919~ Wednesday, September 6th' 
in the Terrace Arts Room at Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
the Library. Paintings Care. 
should be returned at 7:30 AID TO HANDICAPPED • 
p.m. so they can be put on Office at NO. 205.4721 
display for selection. Lazelle, Tel 635-9196. 
Everyone Welcome. Assessment and guidance 
Weight Watch~'s meeting 
heldeve~y Tuesday at 7 p,~n. 
at the Knox Unltecl Church 
Hall, 4907 Ij.zelle Avenue. 
Reprints of photns which 
appear In The Herald are 
now available through ~our 
office. 5x7 •prints are $4 each 
and 8x10 prints are $6. 
Photos can be ready within 
48'hours'from the time the 
order is made. All reprints 
must be prepaid. For more 
information drop 'into our 
office at 3212 Kalum, or write 
us at Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 464. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop' 
for vocational and social 
• rehabil itation done by 
consultant. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For morp Information phone 
63S-3747 or 63S.3023. 
i s•your  son Interested In 
Scouts. If so the 1st Terrace 
Scout Troop is taking pre 
registration for September. 
Max number will be 24. If 
Interested call Mrs. Wardrop 
at 63S-3553. F,ees will be 
S20.00 per boy.  Anyone in- 
terested in helping with 
Scouts please call .. 
Rape Relief " 
Abortion Councelling 
& Crisis Line for " 
Women 
638-8388 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any A Heather.Tartan Society Is 
old, broken or used pieces of being formed with the !n- 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangement: for 
pickup. 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
to r the services offered locally 
by your Health Unlt Staff: 
retest of promoting Scottish 
cultural Interest and events.: 
Interested per~ol~s hould 
contact Eleanor Halley~ at  
635-2456 as soon as possible. 
S KE ENA CENTRE 
Skeana Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services - 
. A~:tivlty Centre for han. 
dicrafts 
- Day Care for working 
people 
Interested in Ski ~,~trolllng? 
The Canadian Ski' Patrol 
Systerc will be. startlh'g~'thelr 
1st Aid Course on Sqpt 6th. 
7:00 p.m. at Skeena Junior 
High School 
For further Information 
contact: • 
Evenings: Harry Blodgett- 
635.7875 
Days: Carol Toop. 635.4971 
The city of Terrace, 
Recreation Department, is 
now offering your children a 
chance to learn a bit of 
Spanish and .French culture 
& language. 
This program of fun & 
learning will be given by, 
French speaking persons 
from Quebec & Spanish 
speaking persons f rom El 
Salvador, participants of 
Canada World Youth; 
It wi l l  include basic 
vocabulary, alphabet & 
numbers as well as cultural 
songs, games and cooking. 
Children from ages 8 - 10 
(Spanish), ' and 10.13 
(French) can enter this 
three week program (con- 
sisting of nine sessions). 
For further Information and 
registration call 636.1174 
Oh, by the way .... It's free. 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
• (Wes Andrews) 
• Backhoe Work 





For immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Needed, Avon rep;'esen. 
taflves In the following 
areas: 
Lakelse Lake, Skeena 
School, Pine, Park. Phone 
635-2517. (ctf) 
The Prince Rupert Library 
Board Invites applications 
for the post of 
• (Oeptuy Librarian) 
This is a part.time position of 
20 hours per week. 
Qualifications - University 
degree in Librarianshlp or 
equivalent. 
Starting date - October i,  
1978. 
Applications will be received 
in writing before September 
15, 1978 by the Prince Rupert 
Library Board, 
101 - 6th Avenue West, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
V8J 1 Y9 
c3.e) 
C~e Sale Per Week of Photo 
Product Dealerships Earns 
$52,000 Annual Commission. 
Big ticket or franchise ex- 
perience necessary. Must be 
available to travel Im- 
mediately. For con- 
slderation,'call: Mr. Frank, 
Collect, A-C 614..226.1751. 
Full or part.time. Here is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6.$8 per hour. 
Training is available. For 
interviews. Call Joan 638- 
8392anytime. (Fuller Brush) 
Wanted  respons ib le  
caretaker with mobile home 
to operate a mobile home 
park in Terrace. Free space 
rent & commission. Contact 
F.L. Janau~r 636-6233 after 7 
p.m. (p10.5) 
Automatic washer (Inglis). 22 ft Starcraft - frldge, sink, 
Working condition but needs stove. Low hours. Phone 635. 
some repair S30 or highest 7216• Rm 30.-(I)4.6) 
offer. Call 635.2621. (c2.5) 
For Sale, figure skates 
(Wlsa) Size 7V2, AAA, 7V= 
AA, 6 Daoust • 6 narrow. 
Bauer. 4. Long Dress, girls 
size 14, worn only once. 
Aluminum framed wind- 
shield, fits Relnell Runabout. 
Phone 632-3358 after 6. (c3.7) 
Male cat to give away. Lifter 
trained. Has had It's shots. 
Call nights after 6, 635.2677. 
stf 
Wanted - 175 motor for 
Kawasakl motor bike. Phone 
635.3268 after 6 pm or Gord at 
635.4941 during the day. (stf) 
Wanted . Ride to & from 
Thornhlll for full time 
student at Northwest 
Community College. Phone 
638-1030. (c4-8) 
20 ft. flat boHom river beat. 
C-W motor and tandem 
trailer. Phone 635.9523 after 
5 (p5-4) 
1 factory built VALCO 16 ft. 
riverboat and EASY LOAD 
trailer. 75 power Johnson. 
CB, spotlight, engine has 50 
• hours ru.nning time. Phone 
624 3652, Prince Require experienced partsman ~t~" ~ / , , Rupert. (5. 
in the automotive parts and" '  
FOR RENT. by the week - 
Bachelor Apartment. Fully 
furnished. Phone 386.5269 
(c3.7) 
Northwest College 
Book Store Clerk 
Northwest Communlh 
College has an opening for 
Book Store Clerk. Th~ 
successful applicant will 
responsible for malntalnlnl 
an Inventory as well a~ 
purchase & sale of require~ 
textbooks and related schon 
supplies. Disbursement o 
incoming and outgoing mall 
is also a requirement of this 
)osltion. 
Preference will be given t© 
hose with Inventory control 
experience. Some cash 
experience is also required 
and typing would be a 
definite asset. 
Clerk III Classification 
Starting sallary $110% with 
a variety of fringe benefits. 
• Please al~ply to: 
Mr. G. Harris 
Northwest College 
PO Box 726 
Terrace, B.C. 
cl-5 
against any person because CHILD HEALTH CON- 
of his race, religion, sex, ALL CLASSIFIED CASH FERENCEP.. , . . . . . . .  
color, nationality, ancestry WITH ORDER other than ..Hem weeK,y..a, me ,erao~m 
'or place of origln, orbecause BUSINESSES WITH AN UmT every ~uesaaY !r 
*his age is between 44 and 6S ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT• l:3u-3:~up.m. ~,le.asepnon.e 
years, unless the condition is tar an .ap.poin~men~ .. . .  
Justified bY a bona fide Service charge of $5.0O on all ~._ i-le[o_ arn,_ lnornn/ l /  
f the work ~, . ,~  rea l ign  ~.~ r ~ ~' ~ require eat. or~ ~ . :~. - . . . . . . .  , . ,  , ~:\ . ,~ ~ 
new. , n .  
Publ i shed at  Ter race  submlfed.wl!hin°n;a~°entfh r chB:rbeYS~t:~Sh:vhe°p:r ring 
$5.00 pronucnon cn g 
B.C. 5 days a week  weddlnn'andorennaaement written consent for Im- 
: " = ~ munizatlon. 





Effective October 1, 
1977 
Single copY 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36,00 
By Mail 3 mth 12.00 
By Mall 6 ruth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 




HOME DELIVERY ' 
TerraCe & District 
Thornhlll 8, District 
Phone 635.6357 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write-ups) r~celved one 
month or more after event 
SlO.0O charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. 







Cords of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept, 
The Kltimat Museum shows 
during August and Sep- 
tember with the permission 
of our Provincial Museum a 
special exhibit on Indian 
Rock Carvings and Pain- 
tings. We display as well 
Eskimo Stone Prints from 
the Winnipeg Art Gallery. 
The Museum Is open from 12 
- 5 except Sundays and in 
September except Sundays 
and Mondays. 
Registration for this 
The Snow Valley Figure season's Terrace Flgurt 
Skating Club will be holding Skating Club will be held 
registration for the 1978-79 Tuesday, September'5 from 4 
skating season from 7:30. - 6 p.m. and Saturday, 
10:00 p.m. on Saturday, September 9 from 1.4 p.m. 
September 9that City Centre . at the Terrace arena senior 
Mall. Registration Is on a citizens room. The club Is 
first come, first accepted 
basis. Previous members or 
transfers from other clubs 
please bring C.F.S.A. 
number if possible. 
Registration fees and Ice 
schedule will be explained at 
times of registration. For 
further Information call 632. 
• ATTENTION 
All people interested In 
Commercial Hockey. There 
will be a General Meeting on 
Monday, September ?11th at 
the Senior Citizen Room at 
the TERRACE ARENA at O 
open to both boys and girls 
and there are no age limits. 
This year's club pros will be 
Brenda Sally and Jeanne 
Arther. 
Fren's Ceramics would like to 
announcs that Wed, 6th and 
Thrus, 7fh September between 
7 p.m, and 9:30 p.m. will be 
registration nights ~or up- 
coming fall classes. 
Beginners, advanced and 
limited space for children 10.12 
years on Sat, afternoons. 
Fran's Ceramics 
4842 Lezelle Ave, 
Terrace 
Phone 639-1076 
o'clock sharp; [ 
It Is very .Important hat all "The Catholic Womens 
players end coaches, League (C.W.L.) will hold 
managers, referees and the Fall Bazaar on October 
Interested people'to run for 26, the last Saturday In 
office positions attend. October, at Verltas Hall. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Un i t  on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday .from 
3:00 . 4:10 p.m. by ap- 
pointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in' the home for 
those who need It on ~;eterral 
from their family doctor.  
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vlslon, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
8, RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday at. 
ternoon at 1.:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. "
SANITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing tests wil l  be done by 
by referral  fr'0m fami ly 
doctor or community health 
nurse. 638-11S5. 
Pregnant and 1.n need o~ 
support? 
Call for help from Right.t0. 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635.3164 
Carol at 635-5136 
Janna at 635.4503 
Terrace Five Pin Bowling 
Association Annual Fall 
Meeting, Sunday Sunday 
Septem~oer 10, Elks Hall, 
$:00 p.m. 
I Joln the 




. Skee~na District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhill 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are In- 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 638-1269 (ctf) 
Drop-in for companlonshlp Specialists service field. Phone 635.6334. 
" ,, ,, (cff) & coffee, Insist on the Best " . : 
. . _ , , 
TMr°;nds~Y/ha~VonFrlday:il4able" ;HONETT~E3XCAVATIN G P:lrotot~m~teG/ll/F;Ld:Y; e U~rr~ld s | ' ' 
Contact Skeenaview Lodge . . . .  " W A N T E D  . . . .  E " " 'BY  . . . . .  andother office duties, this is a • 
635.2265 . _ An. nu.- ..nu=. - 5 hour her da osition Some 
~.er, amlc supplies ana . . i 
• n e Knowleo e n The Inaustrlal or , ~ ~ * ,*, ~ , • <' ' ;: ~. '~ The :,.:: ~'amilY~'~.: V!ole c :ii G~eenware~: alri brushing ,,.,. ~ . . . . .  .g . , • r .  ° r~; . J i . '~ i~,~~ ?~;.' ~ :~ ' .%. ' .~ '~;~. .~.~~ 
at The Kermede Friendship 635-9393 Contact H. Young, Acklands I "Al l  b^n^f: t  ° I 
Ltd, 2809 Kalum St (p3 5) I= = , o Centre, on Wednesday ~ - ~  . " " ' i " " 
I September 6th, at 7:30 p.m. GOLDEN RULE ~ 1 Odd obsforthe obless Wanted, retired or semi- 1 Contact Q.M. Industries Ltd., Terrace, Learn to FJy. Join A!r Phone63JS.4535 32381~alum" rat!red couple to manage a 1 B,C. 635~6267-Dale Robinson. t.aoets ~errace 3quaoron is " motel for approximately z I : weeks. No children. Send- -  " 'accepting 'applications for I I 
September. If you enjoy or DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP references and qualifications 
think you would enjoy flying, 
rifle range, outdoor ac- 
tivities and are between 13.18 
years of age, please call: 
Mike Smith at 635.5036 or 
Bey Tasa at 635.7598 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 






Man.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs.or Sat, 8:30p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 
10:00 to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
The Terrace Art Association 
is sponsoring a Pottery 
Workshop, September 23 and 
24 In  the Terrace Arena 
Meeting Room. It will be for 
intermediate and advanced 
students and include all 
aspects of making pots. 
Hiro Urakaml from Van- 
couver wiJl conduct the 
workshop. 
He will offer demonstrations 
In brush techniques, 
th rowing ,  decorat ive  
methods and show slides of 
Korean and Japanese pot- 
tery. Students should be 
prepared to make pots and 
try the various techniques 
during the two days, 
To obtain a registration form 
with further details call Jan 
MacLeod at 63S-2964 or Julle 
Gellner at 635-6036. 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
to Box 1183 =rerrace Herald. 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
EIIctrlcal and Refrigeration I will babysit In my home On 
contract. Kirby St. References 
House wiring, available. Phone 635.4450. (c3. 
635.5S76 6) 
(cff) 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass all 
metals and •batteries. 
Location - Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. Man. to Sat. 
Phone 624.5639 
Lost: 4 year old golden-red 
collie. Male. Between 
Terrace . & Kitlmat. Any 
Information please contact 
632.7654 collect. (c5-5) 
Lost: Female Siamese cat 
with gold collar. Vicinity 
Haugland & Hall. Reward. 
635.5343. (pl-5) • 
Wanted chambermaid plus 
other duties. Steady part- 
time, leading to full.time. 
Starting $4.00 pal" hr. Only 
mature,  . conclencous, 
reliable person with ex- 
perience & ref. need apply. 
Write Box 1182, Terrace 
Herald 
The Terrace District Office of the Ministry 
of Highways has moved from Keith Avenue. 
to: 
lib . 
Ministry of Highways 
,Terrace District Office 






Acting Distrid Highways Manager 
I 
For Sale: Pal~er (roll ends) 
and waste.paper suitable for 
crafts. Pick up by the lot at 
the Herald office. 
4 AT Trackers on 15x10 CDN 
rims, GM-Chev, Phone 635- 
5092 (ctf) 
Gun Repairs, refinishing, re. 
blueing, scope mounting, 
s ighting, gunsmlthlng.  
Quality work, fast service. 
Parts available for aiR, get 
any gun. At Queensway 
Trading, 3215 Kalum. Phone 
638-1613. (c5-8) 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION • 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
If you are In or thinking of getting Into the gasoline 
business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers in Canada. 
For details write to: 
Box 1870, Prlnce George, B.C. or Phone: 962-8414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
1. Independence In your alteration 
2. Many money saving programs 
3. Full line of related products 
4. 100 percent Canadian Owned Company 
(cft.T) 
VOL~,.g~GON 1968 OHEVY I DaLe[" MON~,,~RLO 
2 ~)-.~ wit: RUCcKeck. I SpS~':ab LA, SUu' Very low mileage I $1,161 3Ton Iwlth canopy, lots of extras 
IReducedfo$Sm $2,200 i, U,H0 
i 1913 MAZDA ~ 1913 FORD li 
I 
' RS3 COt'gE 
12 month~,U ,000 mile 
engine w,.,VFenty. Which 




• 4 Dr, H.T• 2 l~or 
EOONOLINE VAN 
All Radial Tires 
,2 oo 
,I I . , , .  , , , , , ,  , . ,00 , , , , , .  'u""°'"*°*°T' ! .od. I s'  I* ' r  Cond PO.TAC CO 
I 1976 ! 1974DAl"SUN 1196SPLYMOUTH| GMC JIMMY I lt/2MAZDA 
HONP'  IV lC  P .~_ V0 350 l l0@¢e' . 
I IA '%  hbackl 4 SOt.g,. l lots o, extras 14d,. " " ,  " l  
I - : "  I s=,;= I ==o I -,oo0 I I 
• h,o: . . . . . . . . . . .  , eLL : :  ,i 1976MER(:. I 1974 DATSUN I 191SMAZDA • 
-- ON W I COMET i PUWith I ROTARY PU i 
i JEEP STATI AGON | 2 door Couoe | Canopy. With canope, 
i As Is I - IExcellent cond.I like new I 
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For Sale by Owner. 1172 sq. For Sale: 1972 Ford Ran. 
ft. F-B home. Conveniently 
located. 3 bdrm up & 3 
finished rooms and 
bathroom in basement. 
Assumable 10 percent 
mortgage• $49,500. Phone 
635-5343. (c3 - 4;6,8) 
For Sale: A beautiful 1316 
sq. ft. home... 
.•.ready for you to occupy. 
• wall to wall carpet 
2 floor to ceiling 
fireplaces 
• 2V~ bathrooms 
• fully landscaped 
• 600 sq. :ft. workshop ad. 
Jacent to house 
• carport 
. located at 4738 Loen Ave., 
Terrace. Phone 635.2846 (c5- 
4) 
Situated on Pohle Ave. Cozy 
starter or retirement home 
with exti'a lot. 2 bedrooms, 1 
bathroom living roam with 
slldlng glass door to rear 
patio, dining area in kitchen 
and porch with laundry 
facilities. Electric heat• 
House has new cedar siding 
on exterior, extra lot Is 
subdivided and can be sold 
separatelY. Asking $20,000 
for house & $10,000 for extra 
lot. Both are priced to sell as 
a package for $26,000. Firm. 
Call 635-2370 for appointment 
to view. (p23.295) 
m, 
6"/,' 
1 1 SERVICES 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
Bdrm, full Bsmt, Rec. 
F~m, 2 full Baths, 2 
Fireplaces, w w carpet, 
mndeck, many extras. 
Located on bench on 
Benner St. To view call 635. 
5~05, , _ 
2 bedroom home, finished 
basement, 2bedrooms down, 
R1 area. Features rock 
front, Close to schools. 635- 
7467 (p5•8) 
3 bedroom home on the 
bench. Paved driveway. 
Enclosed garage. Good 
garden area. Phone 635•9277. 
(p10.141 
Home For Sale: 
One i'year • o ld  three 
bed r opnt~,~ W.~J  
uabln@~;#F" ~ .  ca~ 
with |pV&~ti ~ " f in l~  
basement'. Fully land- 
scaped on paved st. Phone 
after 6 pm 635.7367• 
Moving to  Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom home, will 
maintain, willing to rent or 
lease, references, security 
deposit, mature family of 
three. Refer inquiries to The 
Herald Box 1178, Terrace, 
B.C. (eft) 
Reta i l  o r  
Office Space 
2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to 1400 ft. areas 
In choice location on Lazelle 
Shopping Centre, Terrace, 
B.C, 635.3576 or 255-1939 
Vancouver. Availab,%, Sept. 
1, 1978. (ctf) 
55, PROPERTY . 
• FOR SALE 
160 acres near Kltsumkalum 
Road 
46 acres near aSK 
Phone: Prince George 
964.4424 




For Sale. Coffee Truck 
Business. Est. 5V~ years. 
Good potential. Phone 635. 
4350 after 4 p.m. (p 10.$5) 
chwagon, PS, PB, V8, auto. 
Good condition. 36,000 miles. 
Asking $1,600.00 Phone 638- 
1455 
1975 Pinto Statlonwagon, 
1972 Tent Trailer & an Avon 
& coin collection. Will sell 
separately or trade for truck 
and.or ca.mper. 635-5/44 
after 5p.m, (c5-11) 
1972 ~/~ ton, ;4 wheel' drive. 
Phone 635.5687 ask for Jerry. 
(c5~11 ) 
1971 Super Beetle & 
1973 For Maverick. 638.8387. 
(p3-7) - 
1976 Monza'. Phone 635-5508 
after 3 (c10.11) 
1974 Plymouth Road Runner. 
400 mag. C-W extras. 
Asking $4,000 or best offer. 
635.9523 after 5 (pS.,2) 
For Sale: 1971 Ford Truck//2 
ton. I owner. Excellent 
condition. Only 36,000 miles. 
Phone 635.2668 (c5.2) 
For Sale: 1978 Ford Fiesta. 
Brand new condition, open to 
offers. Phone 632'.5271 (c5-21 
For Sale: 1974 Volkswagon 
Window Bus, 7 passenger, 
AM-FM radio, radial tires 
plus 2 winter, only 35,000 
miles, very good shape, 
priced for Immediate sale. 
Phone 632.5848 (c5.2) 
FOR SALE 
1975 Datsun pickup In ex- 
cellent condition, 2000 
Engine, Wlnnebag0 canopy, 
new winter snow tires, radio, 
8-track, 21,000 miles. Best 
Offer. 
Ask for Carol. 635.9101 week. 
days, 9-5. 638.8255 after 6 & 
weekends. (p4-6) 
1973 Chevy Nova, 350 custom 
hatchback• 49,000 miles. 
Phone 635-2303. (c5.5) 
Now in stock at Camper 
Land! 
1978 22' Mini-motor H~ 
Ideal for the family. 
bunk bed and large 
complete with tub. This 
has full winter pack 
Ideal for the skier or t 
who like to ski-duo. ( 
GMC chassis, featuring 
engine, ti lt stearing, 
cruise' control. 
A BICENTENARY SPECIAL ~EATURE FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA 
RUMORS oF CANNIBALISM 
By Rob Gadsby 
1978 20' Mini.motor hon 
Fiord. Chas.si s, . air con- There wa~ an uneasy feeling about hese New Zealand Muoris. 
llonlng and cruise conlrol ~_~ - . . . . . . .  
with a 460 engine. This unit Oct. 19. 17"74, found Captain ano namm iz ~oum ueorgia. It tonceofanothercontinentandhad 
has rear kitchen, with large James Cook and his crew in the was a black and forbidding piece been further south than any man 
windows at back and sides. '*Resolution" back at Queen 
Also has full winter package. C]tariotte's Sound on the coast of 
Come and have a look, we New Zealand. Hehad compleled 
have what you want. his exploration of the Cook Is- 
5412 Highway .16 West•lands and other groups in the 
Dealer Licence No. 1300611A. Pacific north of New Zealand and 
(c5-8) once again he was facing the task 
V . . . . .  . • of completing his .search for the 
anguara/~lnl.movor Rome . . . .  '-:--' - "'"-m continent 
- -m I tel elf c nt " " mytu,ca,~uu,.. uo pe  ys  o ameea- But Cook was puzzled by the 
c. Low mileage. Phone 635-detachment with which he was 
5702 [pS-8) 
Does your building need Cook cmTectly deduced it had 
exterior painting? Call 635-heen the *'Adventure"• There 
4906 Kermode Friendship were rumoursofthelossofaship 
Centre. LEave name andandthemurderingofitscrewand 
phone number for Terry. subsequent acts of cannibalism, 
Free Estimate. (stf) but this was firmly denied by the 
Knee Deep in figures? Let Maori~. However. an uneasy 
me help you. No set of books feeling existed in Cook's mind as 
too small: Bookkeeping to they headed east and south once 
Trial Balance. 635.7002. (p3'- again. 
5,6,8) They got to the area of Cape 
Horn at Christmas time and found 
Singing classes for children 9.wild geese forChristmasdinner m 
years old and up will begin go with all but the last of their 
the week of September 5fh. Madeira. On Dec. 28 they were 
Paren~ wishing to enroll away again to complete the cir- 
their children may contact cumnavigation of the Antarctic 
Joan Spencer, A.R.C.T. at continent and to forever deflate 
635-3382. the mmour of a vast continent. 
They did, however, find a land 
mass that proved to be an island 81 i 
LEGAL 
sold to an ambitious person 
with a preference to being 
his own boss, who doesn't 
mtnd extra effort to make en 
above average living. Ideal 
for working couple. 
Trained personnel on hand - 
well equipped - smoothly 
operating plant, located In 
thriving Fort St. John • this 
opportunity only comes 
ooce ,  
Family and other business 
commitments only reason 
for selling. 
For further information 
write Professional Cle3ners, 
9920•104th St., Fort St. John, 
B.C. phone/85.2322. (c14.15] 
of geography and Cook was glad before him. 
to see the last of it, Then he But to him the greatest salts- 
headed north for Table Bay at the faction came from the fact he had 
tip of Africa and there he found a lost only four men and only one of 
letter from Fumeaux, . them from illness, 
It disclosed what Cook had It is no wonder he was awarded 
feared. They had mis~d the the Copley Gold Medal by The 
rendezvous by only a few days Royal Society for a paper he 
and on the eve ofdeparture ofthe submitted on the fight against 
"'Adventure", Fumeaux ,sent a ~urvy. He was made aFellow of 
party of 10 ashore led by master's the Society, but compared to the 
received by the Maoris. He had mate. John Rowe, a relative by reception he had received at the 
hoped to have word of Fumeaux maniage. They were to gather conclusion ofhis first voyage, the 
and the "Adventure" but there wild greens but they never ac- public welcome was rather 
was none. It was obvious that complished their mission. They lukewarm. 
another ship had been there and were ambushed, murdered and He was received by the King 
eaten by the Maofis. once again and promoted to cap- 
With this experienoe behind tain of 74.gun HMS Kent. It was a 
him Fumeaux declded he had had nominal command because the 
enough of exploring and headed following day he was appointed 
back to England following ap- captain of the Greenwich Hospi- 
proximately the same route tal. But apermanentlandjobwas 
that Cook had just completed, unthinkable for Cook and he 
F, urneaux had passed through reluctantly took it on the under- 
Table Bay almost exactly a year standing that he could leave at any 
before, time he was needed for. more 
It took Cook five weeks to active se~ice. The Admiralty 
leave Table Bay due to repairs 
necessary to a faulty redder, but 
happily agreed and Cook went 
home to become rcacquainted 
with his family. 
But he wasn't home for long 
finally he headed north via St, 
Helena, A~ension Island and the 
Azores and arrived at Spithead, becau~ another venture called 
England on July 30. 1775. He had and Cook hadn't lost his hearing. 
been gone three years and 18 days His affirmative answer cost him 
and had completed every task to his life. 
which he had been assigned, He NEXT: A Tahitian 
had dispelled forever the exis- charms London 
To whom it may concern: 
I, Ronald K. Harris will not 
1973 Dodge Polara, 360, 1 be responsible for any bills 
owneT, g o~d condition. Price or debts incurred by anyone 
SLS00. PhOne 635.3080. (p5-5) except by myself, as of this 
For Sale 1968 Vauxhall. 635- date, Sept 1, 1978. 
Ronald K. Harrls 
2080. (p10-15) (p3-7) 
1974 Datsun 710 4 spd. 5 sum- 
mer and 5 winter radials• 
Radio, tape deck, good con- 
dition. Best offer. Phone 635-  OJP'O.~.~l~f'O~q~ By £ug  Sbeffer 
2084• (05 -8)  
'. ii'~-'~i, " ' ~ .~/i:-"'~:.:' v::.;,'~/, • ,-./!~ :ACROSS:: 38 Shrimplik~ i; : DO~I , ,~ '  20Wespbitt~r~]y 
]~78_~-'~azda"~.~', [yelbtt" ~,l"fi . ' '; ': ~ [ Minute crustacean 1 French dyer 21 Fancy f i re  
e"%~deVl]'el~t ~eon;:l~t~on. Phone 635. 
41 Car need 5419. (c5-8) particle 
5 Young boy 
1972 Camperlzed Chevy Van. 
Frldge, sfov, e, sink & 
propar~e h~ate~r. Excellent 
condition. ~ Low mileage. 
Asking $4200 or best offer. 
Aobile Home 
Immediate Delivery 
To Your Location 
are now available on our 
lovely 14 wide end 
doublewlde mobile homes. 
You choose your decor, and 
#e custom build to suit. 
~overnment grant of $2500 
3ppllcable. Expense paid 
fare Vancouver . Return. 
For free credit check end 
,pproval please phone 
:ollect. 





New mobile homes from 
as low as $100.00 down. 
O•A.C. 
Set up and delivered, 
trades welcome 
Phone collect 591-M05 
(eft 
A well established busy • 
Drycleanlng Plant will be •- 
Rent or Purchase 1972 12x68 
Paramont house trailer with 
• fireplace near stores and 
schools, on prlvete lot• Rent 
$255. per month with option 
to buy or purchase $9,500 
open to offers. Will carry 
second morgage if nee. 
Phone 112-762.4612. Write 
Joe Rorke, Gen Del, Win- 
field, B.C. (ctfl 
For Sale • 1972 3-2 bedroom 
trailer, depending. Franklin 
.tire place, unfurnished. 
Completed 8' x 18' carpeted 
addition. Located In Thor. 
nhlll. Price $6,500. Call 635- 
9589, or 633.2455. 
For Sale : Small sawmill 
powered by 37.5 kilowatt 
generator, AIIIS Chalmers 
Diesel Motor, Kltlmat 632- 
7429 (p4-1) 


































~, 39 40 
45 
4~ 
When the song "Happy Birthday To You" was written in 1893, it was first called 
"Good Morning To You." 
2 Caroline 
42 Resort Islands group 
45 Zhivago 3 Gaze 
heroine amorously 
46 Obstinate 4 Honey 
person 5 Sophia -- 
48 Seed 6 Upon 
covering 7 Follow 
49 Service org. closely 
50 Voided 8 Turn thumbs 
escutcheon down 
51 Actress 9 Subtle 
Patricia emanation 
52 Total worth 10 British gun 
53 Hammer 11 Chair part 
part 16 Liberate. 
Average solution time: 24 nun. 
p A N E.LII_q.E.E:~I 
~--@'-E ~'A'N T--'If A; B' OF~T;~ 
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Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
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Yesterday's Cryptoqulp -- CHIC SCHOOL OUTFITS CHARM 
YOUR SMAI,L FRY. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: Z equals W 
The Cryptoqnip is a simple substitution cipher in wMeh each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
nnd words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution Is accomplished by trial and error. 








..Further details on" me CHOKERMAN Union. 
following lobs are to be 
obtained by calling the 
Terrace office of the Canada 
Employment Centre at 635- 
7134. 
Vocational Instructor - 1,727 
- 2,239 mo. To instruct 
students all theory & repair 
of diesel engines 5 months 
appointment. Terrace• 
MORTGAGE CLERK - $4.56 
per hour. Terrace. Per- 
manent part-time. Must be 
mature and responsible• 
Experience preferred but 
employer will train. 
SHORT ORDER COOK - 
D.O.E. Stewart. Shift work; 
Aeeomodation available. 
Experience preferred. 
Hook tender - IWA. Terrace. 
Permanent full-time. Must 
have full tower experience. 
BIOLOGICAL FIELD 
ASSISTANT - $5.70 per hour. 
Terrace. Temporary. Must 
be 19 years of age with a 
valid drivers license• Must 
be mature. 
CATSKINNEI~ IWA. 
Terrace. Permanent Full- 
time, experience in road 
building. 
BLASTER - IWA. Terrace. 
Permanent Full-time. Must 
have ticket and experience 
in road work, 
CIVIL ENGINEER TECH. - 
$1600 monthly. Nass River. 
Temporary. Must be 
familiar with surveying, 
sewer construction, earth 
moving and compacting. 
MOBILE HYDRAULICS 
INSTRUCTOR - $1714 - $1791 
monthly, D,O.E. Terrace. 
Temporary full-time. Must 
have a minimum of 5 years' 
experience in mobile and 
industrial hydraulics. 
H.D, TRUCK MECHANIC - 
$8.81 per hour. Stewart. 
Permanent full-time• Must 
be journeyman. Must have 
diesel experience. Must be 
mature and responsible. 
CASHIER-  Negotiable. 
Terrace. Permanent full- 
time. Must have typing of 25- 
30 wpm. Financial ex- 
.per!ence an asset. 
Terrace. Permanent full- 
time. Must have full tower 
experience. 
.TYPING INSTRUCTOR 
$9.00 hr. Terrace, Must be 
fully able to teach typing at 
level of basic typing, in- 
termediato or advance. 
CLERICAL INSTRUCTOR - 
$9.00hr. Terrace. To teach a 
clerical ,'refresher" course. 
Must have thorough 
knowledge of clerical field. 
Journal Clerk Cashier - $675 
me. Negotaible. Terrace. 
Must have 40.45 typing 
prefer financial background. 
STORE CLERK -$4.OO per 
hour. Terrace. Temporary 
position; could work into 
full.time. Stocking shelves, 
cashier tidying store. 
Stenographer" $600 - $800 
DOE. Terrace. Legal ex- 
per ience  pre fer red .  
Minimum ~- years office, 50 
w.mp. typing & dictaphone• 
DINING ROOM WAITRESS 
. $3.50-$4.00 D.O.E. Terrace. 
Night shift. Prefer ex- 
perience. 
COOK SEA FOODS 
Negot iab le ,  $1,20( ; .00 .  
Terrace. Must be fully ex- 
perienced, Evening shifts. 
SCALER - Union. Terrace. 
Permanent, full-time. Must 
be fully experienced. Prefer 
coast license. 
SECRETARY - STENO - 
D.0.E. Terrace, Must have 
2-3 years minimum office 
related business experience. 
50 wpm minimum, high 
degree of accuracy, dic- 
taphone or shorthand. 
Registered. Narse - $1124 
month. Terrace. Care of 
patients in ICU maintenance 
of equipment. Responsible 
fo head nurse. Shift work 0 
~*.reent VP• Room and 
~ard provided at cost. 
TELEPHONE OPERATOR - 
$3.25 per hour. Terrace. Shift 
work. Some typing 
preferred; beable to record 
messages accurately. 
SHEET METAL WORKER - 
~Union. Terrace. Must be 
BABYSITTING 
CIES- Interested applicants 
for babysitting vacancies 
must be registered with 
Canada Employment Centre 
& provide at least 2 letters of 
reference. 
CLAIMS STENOGRAPHER 
- $1,014.36 per month. Must 
have Gr. 12, must have 64) 
wpm dictatyping & adding 
machine xperience. Prefer 
office experience & 
knowledge of Medical ter- 
minolngy. 
VACAN-.journeyman or equivalent 
experience. 
First Aid Attendeat- 8.91  Hr. 
Terrace. B ticket or better. 
Camp job, Free B & R. 
Head Cook- $5.00 per hour• 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. Must be fully ex- 
perienced and familiar with 
food costing, staff super- 
vision, References required. 
' "~: "~:~i~;~. ,~.~ i~{~i~{~.~;~= .~ =. ~" ~ .t<~i" ".'~ ~: ' • ~" ~ ~ . ~ ~  
r - ,N  
i~ .~! ~i~. • ~. 
One of Canada's largest retail organizations 
IS COMING AND 
NEEIIS STAFF! 
K mart  Dept .  s tores ,  wi l l  be  open ing  a new s tore  in this 
a rea .  In accordance  with  our  po l i cy  to employ  local 
res idents ,  we  inv i te  app l i ca t ions  fo r  the many ava i lab le  
vacanc ies . . ,  we  urge  you  to hurry! 
• Camera 
• Mens & Boys Wear 
• Hardware 
• Housewares 
• Ladies Wear 
• Children & Infants Wear 
• Stockroom 
• Security 
staff for the following departments 
• Sporting & Camping 
• Jeweilery & Giftware 
• Furniture 
• Appliances 
• Health & Beauty Aids 
• Cafeteria 
• OJ~ice Staff 
• Maintenance 
We also require: 
• HeadReceiver 
• Personnel Supervisor 
• Cafeteria Supervisor 
• Security Supervisor 
• Automotive Manager . 
• Automotive Assistant Manager 
• Mechanic 
• Mechanic's Apprentice 
• Service Person 
APPLY IN PERSON WITH BRIEF WRITTEN RESUME 
OF WORK HISTORY BEFORE Sup! 6, 19"/8 
CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE 
4630 LAZELLE AVENUE 
TERRACE 
TIldE HERALD, Tuesday, September $, 1978, PailO l? 
/ s, i , 
your Individual 
t 
• ~-1 to Apre 20) g ~  i. " 
,,==  r=k, Lets F r iendMake 
Passes at Has Wnfe : 
• SEPTEMBER S, llff8 
What kind of day wlH By Abigall Van Buren " 
tomorrow be? To find out what omm ~ o,cmo r,~,.,,v, ~,., s~,  ~.  
the stars say, read the 
ant given for your Mrth 
AR~S - DEAR ABBY: Charlie and I have been married for 16 
e~. r~ years and hove had a fairly happy marriage. Charlin never 
(Mar. was the jealous type, but I ~ he carries it to the other 
Some recent puzzling extreme. 
situations und tre~ds begin to We%.e become friendly with a rather odd couple who live 
clarify, so it will be easier for in the same "condo." Izzy is 65, short, fat and ~,.nerall3 
unattractive. Suzy (his third wife) is cute, sexy aua aoout B.C. by  Johnny  har t  you to plan ahead alcug Unes 
both pleasing and beneficial. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) ~ 
You may run into msgs or 
obstacles, but you can handle 
them. Think over similar 
experiences of the past and 
profit by them. 
GEMINI June 21) f f~  ~"  
(May 22 to 
Don't let yourself be in- 
fluencod by first thonght~ 
first impressions. You could 
be mistaken about 
motivations, lntention~ Give 
all the benefit of the doubt. 
(June 22 to 
Lunar influences fine. You 
can now go ahead with Ideas, 
• pUum, important dechdmm. 
But do so along conventional 
lines. Avoid extremes. 
(July 24 to 
Stellar aspects favor 
romance, marital happiness, 
dealings with the oppoMto sex 
generally. Should be an all- 
around nice day. 
vumo 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Keen perception eeded. 
Don't risk assets o~ the basis 
"of "i~ocmatLm" hacked by 
nothl~ subetanilul. 
LIBRA 
(SepL 24 to Oct. 23) J11.~'~ 
You may be well a l~d of 
.those about you, but the 
diecreet thing will be to play It 
down, to .achieve without 
'asking plaudits. Be careful 
about vi0kting coafldsnces. 
SCORPIO 
to.,ov. -,) 
,:',You function best under 
pre~ure, but don't go looking 
for windmills to conquer. 
M~ke time for relaxation, the 
quest for inner peace. 
s Grrr  us 
(Nov. 23 to Dec, 21) ~ 
You will need a good sense 
of perspective to cope with 
this day's intricacies and 
complexities. Your innate 
good Judgment should help 
you to cope, however, 
CAPRICORN ~f~ 
(Dec. 22 to Ja~ 20) 
Assoc/ates and co.workers 
may not all be heading in the 
same direction or acting for 
the same reasons. Think well 
before Joining any side but, 
once decided, don't waver. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
This day needs teamwork as 
well as indivi0.usiists. To know 
when to follow which Iloe isup 
to your keen discretion. A bit 
of thought will help you 
decide. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 
Listen to new and unique 
ideas, of course, but don't 8ire 
up oa projects that are going 
well. Be receptive to new 
methods, too, but don't go in 
for fads. 
YOU BORN TODAY are a 
highly idealistic individual, 
intellectually inclined, and 
noted for your unswerving 
dependability and prac- 
ticality. You are less reserved 
and Inhibited than most other 
Virgoans; make friends 
easily, but may have only a 
few close companions. Love of 
home and fanMly is another of 
your outstanding traits, but 
you are rarely demonstrative, 
so loved ones do not always 
recognize the depth of your 
feeling for them. A little more 
display of your affectioas 
could bring great happiness. 
Fields in which you could win 
great success: Medicine, the 
law, Jourmdinm, diplomacy, 
music and the theater. Blr- 
thdate of: Carol Lawrence, 
singer, actress; Bob Newhart, 
TV star. 
DI978 Kink Features Syndicate, Inc. 
A spur of the moment 
spruce-up for hamburgers: 
In saucepan, combine I can 
Tomato Soup, 2 tablespoons 
prepared horseradish, 1 
tablespoon prepared 
mustard, dash ground cloves 
and a dash pepper. Heat; stir 
occasionally, Makes about 1 
'/z cups sauce, Serve over 
hamburgers. 
25 years younger than Izzy. She obviously married him for 
' his money. . .' 
Lately Izzy has been getting much too friendly wzr~ me: 
He'e forever putting his hands on me. Once he 8 .ng~ste~ 
"switchL~" and when I looked shocked, he mugoea na 
said he was "only kidding." 
It seems the four of us are spending more and more time 
together. Last night during a foursome of bridge at our 
place, Izzy tried to p~y footsies with me. He slipped off 
shoe and practically had his foot in my lap L I loudly told 
him off while Charlle and Suzy just sat there. 
I get the impression that Suzy doesn't care who Izzy 
plays footsies with as long ae it isn't her. (I think she must• 
have something else going for her.) 
Anyway, Stay suggested that the four of ua.va~.tion 
somewhere together. I made excuses why we ceuldn t, but 
Charlie wan 811 for it, . ' 
Is our marriage sick? I don't care to spend so mu~ t~e. 
with this couple. Why should my husband want toy And 
why shouldn't he ha annoyed ~hat another man makes ~ 
passes at his wife? 
Help me. 
CHARLIE~J WIFE 
DEAR WIFE: Tell Cberlle that ff he enjoys Izzy's 
company, he should see him without you because tbet 
foursome hss become beresome. 
(P.S. You could be right ahont Suzy'a ha vin~,,~ something 
else going for her. Just make sure it inn t CharBe.) 
DEAR ABBY: The wife who 8aid her husband smelled 
because he seldom bathed, reminds me of a story they tell 
about Samuel Johnson, the noted English lexicographer of
the 1700a. 
Johnson was a '~urist" where words were concerned, 
but when it came to his personal hygiene, he waaa  
notorious lob who seldom bathed. 
A woman sitting next to him on a cusch'train said: '"~k, 
you rune]IS" Whereupon Johnson replied: "Madam, you 8re 
rong. YOU smell, I stink." 
Perhaps the husband who was accused of "smelling" 
would like to show this to hie wife. 
LEE IN DELAWARE 
DEAR LEE: Samuel Johnson was wrong. If he gave off 
an offensive odor, he "smelled" and stank an well. Or 
should Shnlkespeare'e immortal line In "Romeo and Juliet" 
have been: "A rose by any other name would 'stink' ms . . . . .  
sweet'?~ , . . . . .  , 
DEAR ABBY: Please print this letter! It m~y open the 
eyes of many angry, vindictive divorced parents who are 
doing their children a terrible disservice.. 
My marriage was a mess. After many separations, 
reconciliations and a hundred broken promises, I decided 
to terminate my marriage before it destroyed me. (My 
handsome, charming husband had a weakness for yp~.) 
girls--some of them so young he nearly landed in j . .) 
We had two children who didn't get to know their father 
very well, but they could understand what was being said 
to them. I never talked against him nor did I ailow any.one 
else to. Rather, I taught my children to respect heir 
z ddte.eav 
tbq 
a& eav'e, ]rvppec 
CATFISH by = I 
DOONESBURY 
father. 
Today my children are both grown, I know they don't . ~ Brant imrko~ ,rod Joknn~ IMm 
'%ve" their father the way they love me, but they _don~t Tm~ WaZARn oF sn 
'~ate" him either They csll him long-distance on Father s 
Day and when he visits their town, they invite him (and his 
by Garry Trudoau 
fourth wife) for a meal. 
When you teach your child to hate the othe~ira~ment, you 
do the child more harm than you do yourso geoa. 
NO REGRETS IN DAYTON ,~k 
DEAR NO: Thank you for a asnsible letter, ltcomesat.a ' ' .'7 ! .I ~ ~- 
thne when many parents have agreed to disease. • nape it . . , ~ ' " ~ 
opens a few eyes of th.o~ who are ~ aide to sea, : ~ ,, ~ . . . .  . :I 
Noularity, get Abby's new booklet; "How "ro Be Popumr; 
~u're Never Too Young or Toe Old." Send $1 withe Ioug, 
seIl~ddreseed, stomped iZS eantsl envelope to Abby, I~Z I ? r ~ -~" "7 ' ~/ ~ ~ I ' . . . J l  
"*  " " "  " ' "  " ' "  " 
DEAR ABBY: What would you do ff your husband came 
home with lipstick on his shirt, trousers, underwear and' 
some on his neck, too? Also, Sheldon has hairs on hie coat, 
and they were a color like nobody in our family has. (Looks 
like a redhead.) 
I questioned him, and he swore up and down he didn't 
know how any of this stuff got there. 
Sheldon works in an office with just one woman, rve 
never met her, but he says she's as homely as a mud fence. 
I want to trust him, but with all this evidence, how can I? 
SHELDON~ WIFE 
HAIR facts & fallacies 
DYEING AND BLEACHING 
WHILE DYEING AND 
BLEACHING may make 
you look like a new person, 
it may also hurt your hair. 
You may not be able to 
wash a man right out of 
your hair, but you can wash 
color into your hair with 
hair dyes or bleaches. 
Since, however, they may 
damage hair in the process, 
thorough and frequent 
brushing is more essential 
than ever. 
The .major types of hair- 
coloring preparations are 
1-permanent oxidation dyes 
and toners; 2-semiper- 
manent dyes; 3-temporary 
colors• (acid rinses); 4- 
metallic dyes; 5.vegetable 
'dyes; and 6-bleaches. 
Almost all professionals 
use permanent dyes, which 
also are very popular for 
home use. With permanent 
dyes you don't have to 
worry about the color 
washing out, but, of course, 
they are more difficult to 
remove if you are dissatis- 
fied with results. 
Unlike permanent dyes, 
semipermanent preparations 
do not require the mixing of 
a dye and developer, and 
color will last through only 
a few shampooin@. 
In changing your hair 
color, it is important o 
avoid overbleaehing, over- 
dyeing or overprocessing 
from permanents because 
this eould damage hair. Fre- 
quent applications of' dye 
can make hair brittle and 
lose its normal texture. 
Even vigorous brushing, 
which is one of the best 
thin@ anyone can do fo r  
their hair, may not fully 
restore the heir's health. 
With National Hair Health 
Week, sponsored by the 
AmeriCan Brush Manufac- 
t~ turere ~ociation, coming 
up Sep.tember 9, now may 
be a' ~ood time to start 
treating your hair with ten- 
der, 16dn~ care. You should 
brush it daily for hair man- 
ageability, dirt and oil 
removal. A different brush 
should be used for each of 
these purposes. 
Remember, hair color 
treatments may make yott 
look more glamorous and 
exciting, but excessive use 
may be the root of un- 
healthy hair. 
In the 1600's umbrel las were made of feathers. 
Conestoga wagons were 60 feet, long. 
fitfUl*rid1 
DEAR WIFE: First rd find out If this "mud fence" has 
red halt. H she has, l'd suspect hat she we dose enough 
to Sheldon to transfer the above-mentioned evidence. 
(P.S. Any man who comes hom e In that shape am plead 
"amnesia" and get away with it.) 
DEAR ABBY: My mother-in-law is so superstitious it's 
not even funny. I don't mind if she believes in all those 
crazy old-fashioned superstitions, but now she's starting in 
on met 
I have been married for seven years, and I'm expecting 
my first baby in October, and this crepe-hanger 
mother-in-law ofmine keeps ineieting that it is 'qzad luck" 
to buy even a ratde for the baby until it gets here. (She 
says "the devil" might be displeased ff I talk too much 
about my good luck-and eometh~., might .happen.) 
I am furious, Abby. Some oz my menus want to gwe me 
a baby shower, but with all this silly superstitious talk, I~n 
afraid to let them. 
I am healthy as a horse and would like to prel~re for 
baby Ive waited so long for, but I hate to go behind my 
mother.in-law's back. 
What should I do? 
EXPECTING IN TEXAS 
DEAR EXPECTING: Tell your mother.ln.law that YOU 
aren't superstitious, and you prefer to be prepared for the 
beslthv l~ahy you have every 'reason to believe yon will 
have. Trben-go ahead and prepare, and good luck, 
i 
+ + +  + _  . . . . .  
'~ ,  Why don't y~ get a divorce and marry 
somwne ~ more money?' 
i ; ,~ ~¸ 
,• ! .+  
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On August 5, romea 
Charlotte Irene, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Cure, 
became the bride of Thomas 
Leroy Morton, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. James Morton, all of 
Terrace, B.C. 
The candlelight 
ceremooey was solemnized 
by Rev. Roy Taylor at the 
Christian and Missionary 
Alliance Church. 
The bride, given in 
marriage by her father, 
walked down the aisle 
looking beautiful in a long 
gown of peau de sole trim- 
reed with lace, featuring lace 
tapered sleeves with a bow. 
She also wore a matching 
veil. She carried a bouquet 
of red roses with streamers. 
The groom wore a green 
suit and his boutonniere was 
a white carnation. 
The maid-of-honour was 
Miss Darlene Mortoa. sister 
of the groom. She wore a 
long peach lace gown and 
her bouquet of yellow and 
white Shasta Daisies. 
The best man was Jerrold 
Keeping, friend of the 
groom; ushers were Richard 
Jacura and Ernie Kuehne. 
The bride's mother wore a 
long ivory gown and a rose 
corsage. The groom's 
mother wore a long green 
gown with a yellow rose 
corsage. 
The reception and dance 
was held at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Ernie Kuehne on 
Kalum Lake Drive where 
friends and family attended. 
The bride's bouquet was 
caught by Susan Jacura. A 
Chinese auction was held for 
the bride's garter, to the 
amusement of the crowd. 
Mr. Ron Snider, uncle of the 
groom, eventually outbid 
everyone aqd won the 
garter. The brides father 
was the chief auctioneer. 
The day following, the 
happy couple held open 
house in their home and 
opened their gifts. • On 
Monday they left on their 
honey-moon to Campbell 
River on Vancouver Island. 
Woes'- Board of Trade 
To be healthy has always 
been to be considered for- 
tunate. We think that those 
wbo are healthy will 
REALLY appreciate their 
good fortune now that 
patient care at our major 
hospital is the subject of so 
much critical comment. 
Just because we are 
discuss the rights or wrongs 
of the situation which has 
developed at Vancouver 
General Hospital. We do not 
wish to attach any blame or 
point any accusing fingers. 
A better authority than us. 
the Past President of the 
B.C. Medical Assoioation, 
Dr. Ibbott, has pointed out 
Hospital with its two The public has waited. The 
thousand beds is the largest hospital patients and staff 
hospital known in the British have waited. 
Commonwealth.) Each of us should support 
As members of the the new Administrator, 
presently healthy public, Peter Bazowski, in his 
what can we do? Sit back, .programme to rebuild 
wait and watch? This was confidence inthe hospital. As 
being done by the nursing far as is possible and in any 
staff, whose dissatisfaction way possible, we should 
healthy does not mean that that ' extremely large was growing for a con- endorse him. We must have 
we should not be concerned, hospitals present a major siderable time, long before it ~tience with his. plans.and 
Evey one of us is a potential challenge to efficient was publicly portrayed inthe sn.ow unaersmnmng that .=[ 
hospital patient, whether or management; a challenge, local media and 1o~ before wm CaKe ume tor a comp=eCe 
not we like to think about he but not an impossible the drastic step of public recovery. . .. 
barrier. (It should be noted resignations appeared to be Whether we are nea~my orpossibility. 
It is not our intention to that Vancouver General the only solution, sick, we wish him well! 
• BUS!!I!!! .  DIRECTORY 
If you ooul~se, an extra $§C,,,$100..$200 BONDED _ _ 
of extra earnings in your spare time i PHILLIPS JANITORIAL . . . . .  
n ~ 1 1 I ~ COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL 
De a  ullerette I • FREE ESTIMATES 
No experience is required, i All Types of Cleaning 
EnioY this pleasant way to earn additional ICARP E T S T HAM WINDOW CLEANING 
income in the hours you choose. I(:LEANING 
FOR DETAILS CALL: JOAN PETR I1: All work done to your satisfaction 
6384392 NoA91-4625 Graham' R.,. ~ N E~Y. L,. ~,,~,,p, 




MEROURY (boats) YAMAHA 
(outboard ' DOLMAR 
motors) (chain saws) 
Hours: Mon. - Sat. 0-¢' 
Dealer Licence 
4946. Greig Number o=0~3A 635-5929 
TERRACE, B.C. MANA~n Tel, 635-3453 
i i 
Most Anything - Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS.INDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS 
Hours: Mort. - Sat. 8.6 
635-7417 4946 Greig Avenue Phone 635.7417 
R 
gORDON 
,,,,,,o.,,,,,, ,,.o,,, ! AND 
. . . .  ' - . - . ,  AHDERSOH 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd. 
SEBVIH6 THRACE & KITIMAT 
,O~ SERVICE ON ALL 
MAKES OF T.V.'s 
~I~l~1i Warrenty Depot for 
lie ~(J':- Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MON. - SAT. 8 a.m. - S p.m. 
4908 Graham 6,35.4543 
BANQUETS PART IES  
RECEPT  IOt~S 
Eagle Disco 
KITCHEN CABINETS • VANITIES • INSTALLATION 
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
Ky:ooo 
BRAD REEBE 1K~ 
AREA MANAGE. l~  ABINETS 
869 • 5TH AVENUE i 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. V2L 3K5 (NORTHERN) LTD. 
BUS. 564-1408 
RES. 562-2281 FREE ESTIMATES 








All listiqs subject to change without notice, 
Oall us at 635-6367 9 to 5 





CLOSED MONDAT __ 
B. POLICHEK J.Y. PAUL 24 HOUR SERVICE lilllilllllillllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli 
, ,o,~ s~.,sse3 p,o.~ ~B.9=62 S.. _= 
4603.D Park Avenue, Terrace0 B.C. VSG IV5 ! HOME FREEZING ! 
" CHARTER: SUZUKl Motorcyclesand DEEPSEASAILEOAT = : WITH SEAL A MEAL II i Coastal Cruising, Diving. ' l i~  ' ~ i l  I 
accessories in stock NOW! Full Equipped / a, .  B 
~ . . ~   L~J  Learn to Water Ski at ~ ~ 
• LakelseLake. ~ " ' !~ .L  ~" 
Reasonable Rates  ~~1~' . "  ~ ~  
I Boats for Sale I " . . . .  " 
Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd. I MERMAIDYACHTSALES&CHARTERS I .s . ~ ,  
4441 Lakelse 635.6384 . . . . . . .  ! i Phone 798.2267 | i - ~ ~ i • 
Dealer No. 01249A ; SUZUKI GOES T]'~ Dib~M~GE~,, . al WaterLily Bay Re~rl •: ]~]  i : '  -''~ ' '" . , -  .... ': :: 
. ,  | 
~ .  Yeliowhead Fire ]P~leetion and 
, ~ ~  ~/~, 
I , '  Yellowhead Secltr~ies SydellB I, Id. 
Ready-MIx 635-3936 
ROI IP .RETE 4434 LAKELSE AVE. ~,,VA,IINV,,,G,,O, : ,==. . l l l l  ,lllllll'll'llllll'llll'li•lllllll'lllill'll'llllll'lla'|''''''|''I 
- - '~  . . . . . . . .  TERRACE, B.C. a d d n Ltd 4635 LAZELLE AVENUE ' l do TERRArr n C PHONE (604) 635.3863 
. , , , . - - - , , - -  . . . . . . .  or n n An erso . 








i~  News • .ew  
145 News 
~ Seattle 
' Tonight ' 
Name 
45 That Tune 
'Little Mo' 
Glynnls O'Connor 
145 Michael Learned 
i i  t Claude Aklns :~ Anne Baxter cont'd 
145 cont'd 
, :~0 S cont'd cont'd 
cont'd 
I 145 cont'd 
¢1 i 00 News 
15 News 
30 The 
i I I/ I 45 Tonight 
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